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**Winner of the 2016 Pulitzer Prize for Autobiography**Included in President Obama’s 2016
Summer Reading List“Without a doubt, the finest surf book I’ve ever read . . . ” —The New York
Times MagazineBarbarian Days is William Finnegan’s memoir of an obsession, a complex
enchantment. Surfing only looks like a sport. To initiates, it is something else: a beautiful
addiction, a demanding course of study, a morally dangerous pastime, a way of life. Raised in
California and Hawaii, Finnegan started surfing as a child. He has chased waves all over the
world, wandering for years through the South Pacific, Australia, Asia, Africa. A bookish boy, and
then an excessively adventurous young man, he went on to become a distinguished writer and
war reporter. Barbarian Days takes us deep into unfamiliar worlds, some of them right under our
noses—off the coasts of New York and San Francisco. It immerses the reader in the edgy
camaraderie of close male friendships forged in challenging waves. Finnegan shares stories of
life in a whites-only gang in a tough school in Honolulu. He shows us a world turned upside
down for kids and adults alike by the social upheavals of the 1960s. He details the intricacies of
famous waves and his own apprenticeships to them. Youthful folly—he drops LSD while riding
huge Honolua Bay, on Maui—is served up with rueful humor. As Finnegan’s travels take him ever
farther afield, he discovers the picturesque simplicity of a Samoan fishing village, dissects the
sexual politics of Tongan interactions with Americans and Japanese, and navigates the
Indonesian black market while nearly succumbing to malaria. Throughout, he surfs, carrying
readers with him on rides of harrowing, unprecedented lucidity. Barbarian Days is an old-school
adventure story, an intellectual autobiography, a social history, a literary road movie, and an
extraordinary exploration of the gradual mastering of an exacting, little-understood art.

“How many ways can you describe a wave? You’ll never get tired of watching Finnegan do it. A
staff writer at The New Yorker, he leads a counterlife as an obsessive surfer, traveling around the
world, throwing his vulnerable, merely human body into line after line of waves in search of
transient moments of grace . . . It’s an occupation that has never before been described with this
tenderness and deftness.” —TIME Magazine, Top 10 Nonfiction Books of 2015 “A hefty
masterpiece.” —Geoff Dyer, The Guardian“Terrific . . . Elegantly written and structured, it’s a
riveting adventure story, an intellectual autobiography, and a restless, searching meditation on
love, friendship and family . . . A writer of rare subtlety and observational gifts, Finnegan explores
every aspect of the sport its mechanics and intoxicating thrills, its culture and arcane tribal codes
—in a way that should resonate with surfers and non-surfers alike. His descriptions of some of
the world’s most powerful and unforgiving waves are hauntingly beautiful . . . Finnegan displays
an honesty that is evident throughout the book, parts of which have a searing, unvarnished
intensity that reminded me of ‘Stop Time,’ the classic coming-of-age memoir by Frank Conroy.” —



Washington Post “The kind of book that makes you squirm in your seat on the subway, gaze out
the window at work, and Google Map the quickest route to the beach. In other words, it is, like
Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild, a semi-dangerous book, one that persuades young men . . . to
trade in their office jobs in order to roam the world, to feel the ocean’s power, and chase the
waves.” —The Paris Review Daily “Fans of [Finnegan’s] writing have been waiting eagerly for his
surfing memoir…Well, Barbarian Days is here. And it’s even better than one could have
imagined . . . This is Finnegan’s gift. He’s observant and expressive but shows careful restraint in
his zeal. He says only what needs to be said, enough to create a vivid picture for the reader
while masterfully giving that picture a kind of movement.” —Honolulu Star-Advertiser “That
surfing life is [Finnegan’s], and it’s a remarkably adventurous one sure to induce wanderlust in
anyone who follows along, surfer or not . . . Lyrical but not overbaked, exciting but always self-
effacing. It captures the moments of joy and terror Finnegan’s lifelong passion has brought him,
as well as his occasional ambivalence about the tenacious hold it has on him. It’s easily the best
book ever written about surfing. It’s not even close.” —Florida Times-Union “An engrossing read,
part treatise on wave physics, part thrill ride, part cultural study, with a soupçon of near-death
events. Even for those who’ve never paddled out, Finnegan’s imagery is as vividly rendered as a
film, his explanation of wave mastery a triumph of language. For surfers, the book is The Endless
Summer writ smarter and larger, touching down at every iconic break.” —Los Angeles
Magazine “Vivid and propulsive . . . Finnegan . . . has seen things from the tops of ocean peaks
that would disturb most surfers’ dreams for weeks. (I happily include myself among that
number) . . . A lyrical and enormously rewarding read . . . Finnegan’s enchantment takes us to
some luminous and unsettling places—on both the edge of the ocean, and the frontiers of the
surfing life.” —San Diego Union-Tribune “Barbarian Days gleams with precise, often lyrical
recollections of the most memorable waves [Finnegan has] encountered . . . He carefully mines
his surfing exploits for broader, hard-won insights on his childhood, his most intense friendships
and romances, his political education, his career. He’s always attuned to his surroundings, and
his reflections are often tinged with self-effacing wit.” —Chicago Reader “Extraordinary . . .
[Barbarian Days] is in many ways, and for the first time, a surfer in full. And it is cause for
throwing your wet-suit hoods in the air…If the book has a flaw, it lies in the envy helplessly
induced in the armchair surf--traveler by so many lusty affairs with waves that are the
supermodels of the surf world. Still, Finnegan considerately shows himself paying the price of
admission in a few near drownings, and these are among the most electrifying moments in the
book . . . There are too many breathtaking, original things in Barbarian Days to do more than
mention here—observations about surfing that have simply never been made before, or
certainly never so well.” —The New York Times Book Review “Without a doubt, the finest surf
book I’ve ever read . . . All this technical mastery and precise description goes hand in hand with
an unabashed, infectious earnestness. Finnegan has certainly written a surfing book for surfers,
but on a more fundamental level, Barbarian Days offers a cleareyed vision of American boyhood.
Like Jon Krakauer’s ‘Into the Wild,’ it is a sympathetic examination of what happens when literary



ideas of freedom and purity take hold of a young mind and fling his body out into the far reaches
of the world.” —The New York Times Magazine “Which is precisely what makes the propulsive
precision of Finnegan’s writing so surprising and revelatory . . . Finnegan’s treatment of surfing
never feels like performance. Through the sheer intensity of his descriptive powers and the
undeniable ways in which surfing has shaped his life, Barbarian Days is an utterly convincing
study in the joy of treating seriously an unserious thing . . . As Finnegan demonstrates, surfing,
like good writing, is an act of vigilant noticing.” —The New York Review of Books “Finnegan is an
excellent surfer; at some point he became an even better writer. That pairing makes Barbarian
Days exceptional in the notoriously foamy genre of surf lit: a hefty, heavyweight tour de force,
overbrimming with sublime lyrical passages that Finnegan drops as effortlessly as he executed
his signature ‘drop-knee cutback’ in the breaks off Waikiki . . . Reading this guy on the subject of
waves and water is like reading Hemingway on bullfighting; William Burroughs on controlled
substances; Updike on adultery . . . Finnegan is a virtuoso wordsmith, but the juice propelling
this memoir is wrung from the quest that shaped him . . . A piscine, picaresque coming-of-age
story, seen through the gloss resin coat of a surfboard.” —Sports Illustrated Overflowing with
vivid descriptions of waves caught and waves missed, of disappointments and ecstasies and
gargantuan curling tubes that encircle riders like cathedrals of pure stained glass…These
paragraphs, with their mix of personal remembrance and subcultural taxonomies, tend to be as
elegant and pellucid as the breakers they immortalize…This memoir is one you can ride all the
way to shore.” —Entertainment Weekly “[A] sweeping, glorious memoir . . . Oh, the rides, they are
incandescent…I’d sooner press this book upon on a nonsurfer, in part because nothing I’ve read
so accurately describes the feeling of being stoked or the despair of being held under. But also
because while it is a book about ‘A Surfing Life’…it’s also about a writer’s life and, even more
generally, a quester’s life, more carefully observed and precisely rendered than any I’ve read in a
long time.” —Los Angeles Times“Gorgeously written and intensely felt . . . With Mr. Finnegan’s
bravura memoir, the surfing bookshelf is dramatically enriched. It’s not only a volume for
followers of the sport. Non-surfers, too, will be treated to a travelogue head-scratchingly rich in
obscure, sharply observed destinations . . . Dare I say that we all need Mr. Finnegan . . . as a role
model for a life fully, thrillingly, lived.” —Wall Street Journal“An evocative, profound and deeply
moving memoir…The proof is in the sentences. Were I given unlimited space to review this
book, I would simply reproduce it here, with a quotation mark at the beginning and another at the
end. While surfers have a reputation for being inarticulate, there is actually a fair amount of
overlap between what makes a good surfer and a good writer. A smooth style, an ability to stay
close to the source of the energy, humility before the task, and, once you’re done, not claiming
your ride. In other words, making something exceedingly difficult look easy. The gift for writing a
clean line is rare, and the gift for riding one even rarer. Finnegan possesses both.” —San
Francisco Chronicle “Finnegan writes so engagingly that you paddle alongside, eager for him to
take you to the next wave . . . It is a wet and wild run. He makes surfing seem as foreign and
simultaneously as intimate a sport as possible . . . Surfing is the backbone of the book, but



Finnegan’s relationships to people, not waves, form its flesh . . . [A] deep blue story of one man’s
lifelong enchantment.” —Boston Globe “Finnegan’s epic adventure, beautifully told, is much
more than the story of a boy and his wave, even if surfing serves as the thumping heartbeat of
his life.” —Dallas Morning News “That’s always Finnegan’s M.O.: examining the ways in which
surfing intertwines with anthropology, economics, politics, and, of course, writing. Finnegan is a
sober, straightforward author, but the level of detail, emotion, and insight he achieves is
unparalleled . . . A must-read for all surfers—not just because of its unblinking prose and subtle
wit, but because it’s the only book that properly details what it’s like to cultivate both an award-
winning career and a dedicated surfing life.” —Eastern Surf Magazine“Finnegan describes, with
shimmering detail, his adventures riding waves on five continents. Surfing has taken him places
he'd never otherwise have thought to go, but it also buoyed him through a career reporting on
the politics of intense scarcity, limitless cruelty, and unimaginable suffering. It's a book about
travel and growing up, and the power of a pastime when it becomes an obsession.” —Men's
Journal“With a compelling storyline and masterful prose, Finnegan’s beautiful memoir is sure to
resonate.” —The New York Observer“Fearless and full of grace.” —Outside
Magazine“Irresistible.” —O, The Oprah Magazine“It’s always fabulous when an incredible writer
happens to also have a memoir-worthy life; Barbarian Days bodes well.” —GQ.com“A
demonstration of gratitude and mastery. [Finnegan] uses these words to describe the wave, but
they might as well apply to the book. In a sense, Barbarian Days functions as a 450-page thank
you letter, masterfully crafted, to his parents, friends, wife, enemies, ex-girlfriends, townsfolk,
daughter—everyone who tolerated and even encouraged his lifelong obsession. It’s a way to
help them—and us—understand what drives him to keep paddling out half a century after first
picking up a board.” —NPR.org“[A] lyrical, intellectual memoir. The author touches on love, on
responsibility, on politics, individuality and morality, as well as on the lesser-known aspects of
surfing: the toll it takes on the body, the weird lingo, the whacky community. Finnegan’s world is
as dazzling and deep as any ocean. It’s a pleasure to paddle into and makes for a hell of a
ride.” —The Millions“As it progresses the whole book turns into a portal . . . It’s tempting to say
that Barbarian Days will bring readers as close as they’ll get to the surf, short of actual surfing.
But I had a stronger reaction: The book brought me closer than I’d ever been, or expected to get,
to the real, unfathomable ocean.” —Bookforum“A dream of a book by a masterful writer long
immersed in surfing culture. Finnegan recaptures the waves lost and found, the euphoria, the
danger . . . the allure.” —BBC.com “Panoramic and fascinating…The core of the book is a surfing
chronicle, and Finnegan possesses impeccable short-board bona fides . . . A revealing and
magisterial account of a beautiful addiction.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “Like that
powerful, glassy wave, great books on surfing come few and far between. This summer, New
Yorker writer Finnegan recalls his teenage years in the California and Hawaii of the 1960s—
when surfing was an escape for loners and outcasts. A delightful storyteller, Finnegan takes
readers on a journey from Hawaii to Australia, Fiji, and South Africa, where finding those waves
is as challenging as riding them.” —Publishers Weekly's Best Summer Books of the Summer“A



fascinating look inside the mind of a man terminally in love with a magnificent obsession. A
lyrical and intense memoir.” —Kirkus“An up-close and personal homage to the surfing lifestyle
through the author’s journey as a lifelong surfer. Finnegan’s writing is polished and bold . . . [A]
high-caliber memoir.” —Library JournalAbout the AuthorWILLIAM FINNEGAN is the author of
Cold New World, A Complicated War, Dateline Soweto, and Crossing the Line. He has twice
been a National Magazine Award finalist and has won numerous journalism awards, including
two Overseas Press Club awards since 2009. Barbarian Days: A Surfing Life received the 2016
Pulitzer Prize for Autobiography. A staff writer at The New Yorker since 1987, he lives in
Manhattan. --This text refers to the paperback edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All
rights reserved.From Barbarian Days by William Finnegan. Reprinted by arrangement with
Penguin Press, a member of Penguin Group (USA) LLC, A Penguin Random House Company.
Copyright © William Finnegan, 2015. At the post office in Nuku’alofa, I tried to send my father a
telegram. It was 1978, his fiftieth birthday. But I couldn’t tell if the message actually went through.
Did anyone back home even know what country we were in?I wandered down a road of half-built
cinderblock houses. There was a strange, philosophical graffito: ALL OUTER PROGRESS
PRODUCE CRIMINAL. I passed a graveyard. In the cemeteries in Tonga, late in the day, there
always seemed to be old women tending the graves of their parents—combing the coral-sand
mounds into the proper coffin-top shape, sweeping away leaves, hand washing faded wreaths of
plastic flowers, rearranging the haunting patterns of tropical peppercorns, orange and green on
bleached white sand.A shiver of secondhand sorrow ran through me. And an ache of something
else. It wasn’t exactly homesickness. It felt like I had sailed off the edge of the known world. That
part was actually fine with me. The world was mapped in so many different ways. For worldly
Americans, the whole globe was covered by the foreign bureaus of the better newspapers. But
the truth was, we were wandering now through a world that would never be part of any
correspondent’s beat. It was full of news, but all of it was oblique, mysterious, important only if
you listened and watched and felt its weight.On the ferry here, I had ridden on the roof with three
boys who said they planned to see every kung-fu and cowboy and cop movie playing at the
three cinemas in Nuku’alofa until their money ran out. One boy, thin and laughing and fourteen,
told me that he had quit school because he was “lazy.” He had a Japanese comic book that got
passed around the ferry roof. The book was a bizarre mashup: cutesy children’s cartoons, hairy-
armed war stories, nurse-and-doctor soap opera, graphic pornography. A ferry crewman
frowned when he got to the porn, tore each page out, crumpled it, and threw it in the sea. The
boys laughed. Finally, with a great bark of disgust, the sailor threw the whole book in the water,
and the boys laughed harder. I watched the tattered pages float away in a glassy lagoon. I closed
my eyes. I felt the weight of unmapped worlds, unborn language. I knew I was chasing
something more than waves.So the sadness of the obscure graveyard, of unforgotten elders
buried under sand made my chest tight. It seemed to mock this whole vague childish
enterprise.Still, something beckoned. Maybe it was Fiji.--This text refers to the paperback
edition.Read more
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Praise for Barbarian Days“A hefty masterpiece.”—Geoff Dyer, The Guardian (London)“Terrific . . .
Elegantly written and structured, it’s a riveting adventure story, an intellectual autobiography, and
a restless, searching meditation on love, friendship, and family. . . . A writer of rare subtlety and
observational gifts, Finnegan explores every aspect of the sport—its mechanics and intoxicating
thrills, its culture and arcane tribal codes—in a way that should resonate with surfers and non-
surfers alike. His descriptions of some of the world’s most powerful and unforgiving waves are
hauntingly beautiful. . . . Finnegan displays an honesty that is evident throughout the book, parts
of which have a searing, unvarnished intensity that reminded me of Stop Time, the classic
coming-of-age memoir by Frank Conroy.”—The Washington Post“The kind of book that makes
you squirm in your seat on the subway, gaze out the window at work, and Google Map the
quickest route to the beach. In other words, it is, like Jon Krakauer’s Into the Wild, a semi-
dangerous book, one that persuades young men . . . to trade in their office jobs in order to roam
the world, to feel the ocean’s power, and chase the waves.”—The Paris Review Daily“Fans of
[Finnegan’s] writing have been waiting eagerly for his surfing memoir. . . . Well, Barbarian Days is
here. And it’s even better than one could have imagined. . . . This is Finnegan’s gift. He’s
observant and expressive but shows careful restraint in his zeal. He says only what needs to be
said, enough to create a vivid picture for the reader while masterfully giving that picture a kind of
movement.”—Honolulu Star-Advertiser“That surfing life is [Finnegan’s], and it’s a remarkably
adventurous one sure to induce wanderlust in anyone who follows along, surfer or not. . . . Lyrical
but not overbaked, exciting but always self-effacing. It captures the moments of joy and terror
Finnegan’s lifelong passion has brought him, as well as his occasional ambivalence about the
tenacious hold it has on him. It’s easily the best book ever written about surfing. It’s not even
close.”—The Florida Times-Union“An engrossing read, part treatise on wave physics, part thrill
ride, part cultural study, with a soupçon of near-death events. Even for those who’ve never
paddled out, Finnegan’s imagery is as vividly rendered as a film, his explanation of wave
mastery a triumph of language. For surfers, the book is The Endless Summer writ smarter and
larger, touching down at every iconic break.”—Los Angeles Times Magazine“Vivid and
propulsive . . . Finnegan . . . has seen things from the tops of ocean peaks that would disturb
most surfers’ dreams for weeks. (I happily include myself among that number.) . . . A lyrical and
enormously rewarding read . . . Finnegan’s enchantment takes us to some luminous and
unsettling places—on both the edge of the ocean and the frontiers of the surfing life.”—The San
Diego Union-Tribune“Barbarian Days gleams with precise, often lyrical recollections of the most
memorable waves [Finnegan has] encountered. . . . He carefully mines his surfing exploits for
broader, hard-won insights on his childhood, his most intense friendships and romances, his
political education, his career. He’s always attuned to his surroundings, and his reflections are
often tinged with self-effacing wit.”—Chicago Reader“Extraordinary . . . [Barbarian Days] is in
many ways, and for the first time, a surfer in full. And it is cause for throwing your wet-suit hoods
in the air. . . . If the book has a flaw, it lies in the envy helplessly induced in the armchair surf–
traveler by so many lusty affairs with waves that are the supermodels of the surf world. Still,



Finnegan considerately shows himself paying the price of admission in a few near drownings,
and these are among the most electrifying moments in the book. . . . There are too many
breathtaking, original things in Barbarian Days to do more than mention here—observations
about surfing that have simply never been made before, or certainly never so well.”—The New
York Times Book Review“Without a doubt, the finest surf book I’ve ever read . . . All this technical
mastery and precise description goes hand in hand with an unabashed, infectious earnestness.
Finnegan has certainly written a surfing book for surfers, but on a more fundamental level,
Barbarian Days offers a clear-eyed vision of American boyhood. Like Jon Krakauer’s Into the
Wild, it is a sympathetic examination of what happens when literary ideas of freedom and purity
take hold of a young mind and fling his body out into the far reaches of the world.”—The New
York Times Magazine“Which is precisely what makes the propulsive precision of Finnegan’s
writing so surprising and revelatory . . . Finnegan’s treatment of surfing never feels like
performance. Through the sheer intensity of his descriptive powers and the undeniable ways in
which surfing has shaped his life, Barbarian Days is an utterly convincing study in the joy of
treating seriously an unserious thing. . . . As Finnegan demonstrates, surfing, like good writing, is
an act of vigilant noticing.”—The New York Review of Books“Finnegan is an excellent surfer; at
some point he became an even better writer. That pairing makes Barbarian Days exceptional in
the notoriously foamy genre of surf lit: a hefty, heavyweight tour de force, overbrimming with
sublime lyrical passages that Finnegan drops as effortlessly as he executed his signature ‘drop-
knee cutback’ in the breaks off Waikiki. . . . Reading this guy on the subject of waves and water is
like reading Hemingway on bullfighting; William Burroughs on controlled substances; Updike on
adultery. . . . Finnegan is a virtuoso wordsmith, but the juice propelling this memoir is wrung from
the quest that shaped him. . . . A piscine, picaresque coming-of-age story, seen through the
gloss resin coat of a surfboard.”—Sports Illustrated“Overflowing with vivid descriptions of waves
caught and waves missed, of disappointments and ecstasies, and gargantuan curling tubes that
encircle riders like cathedrals of pure stained glass . . . These paragraphs, with their mix of
personal remembrance and subcultural taxonomies, tend to be as elegant and pellucid as the
breakers they immortalize. . . . This memoir is one you can ride all the way to shore.”—
Entertainment Weekly“[A] sweeping, glorious memoir . . . Oh, the rides, they are
incandescent . . . I’d sooner press this book upon a non-surfer, in part because nothing I’ve read
so accurately describes the feeling of being stoked or the despair of being held under. But also
because while it is a book about ‘A Surfing Life’ . . . it’s also about a writer’s life and, even more
generally, a quester’s life, more carefully observed and precisely rendered than any I’ve read in a
long time.”—Los Angeles Times“Gorgeously written and intensely felt . . . With Mr. Finnegan’s
bravura memoir, the surfing bookshelf is dramatically enriched. It’s not only a volume for
followers of the sport. Non-surfers, too, will be treated to a travelogue head-scratchingly rich in
obscure, sharply observed destinations. . . . Dare I say that we all need Mr. Finnegan . . . as a role 
model for a life fully, thrillingly, lived.”—The Wall Street Journal“An evocative, profound, and
deeply moving memoir . . . The proof is in the sentences. Were I given unlimited space to review



this book, I would simply reproduce it here, with a quotation mark at the beginning and another
at the end. While surfers have a reputation for being inarticulate, there is actually a fair amount of
overlap between what makes a good surfer and a good writer. A smooth style, an ability to stay
close to the source of the energy, humility before the task, and, once you’re done, not claiming
your ride. In other words, making something exceedingly difficult look easy. The gift for writing a
clean line is rare, and the gift for riding one even rarer. Finnegan possesses both.”—San
Francisco Chronicle“Finnegan writes so engagingly that you paddle alongside, eager for him to
take you to the next wave. . . . It is a wet and wild run. He makes surfing seem as foreign and
simultaneously as intimate a sport as possible. . . . Surfing is the backbone of the book, but
Finnegan’s relationships to people, not waves, form its flesh. . . . [A] deep blue story of one man’s
lifelong enchantment.”—The Boston Globe“Finnegan’s epic adventure, beautifully told, is much
more than the story of a boy and his wave, even if surfing serves as the thumping heartbeat of
his life.”—The Dallas Morning News“That’s always Finnegan’s M.O.: examining the ways in
which surfing intertwines with anthropology, economics, politics, and, of course, writing.
Finnegan is a sober, straightforward author, but the level of detail, emotion, and insight he
achieves is unparalleled. . . . A must-read for all surfers—not just because of its unblinking prose
and subtle wit, but because it’s the only book that properly details what it’s like to cultivate both
an award-winning career and a dedicated surfing life.”—Eastern Surf Magazine“Finnegan
describes, with shimmering detail, his adventures riding waves on five continents. Surfing has
taken him places he’d never otherwise have thought to go, but it also buoyed him through a
career reporting on the politics of intense scarcity, limitless cruelty, and unimaginable suffering.
It’s a book about travel and growing up, and the power of a pastime when it becomes an
obsession.”—Men’s Journal“Fearless and full of grace.”—Outside“It’s always fabulous when an
incredible writer happens to also have a memoir-worthy life; Barbarian Days bodes well.”—
GQ.com“[A] lyrical, intellectual memoir. The author touches on love, on responsibility, on politics,
individuality, and morality, as well as on the lesser-known aspects of surfing: the toll it takes on
the body, the weird lingo, the wacky community. Finnegan’s world is as dazzling and deep as any
ocean. It’s a pleasure to paddle into and makes for a hell of a ride.”—The Millions“As it
progresses the whole book turns into a portal. . . . It’s tempting to say that Barbarian Days will
bring readers as close as they’ll get to the surf, short of actual surfing. But I had a stronger
reaction: the book brought me closer than I’d ever been, or expected to get, to the real,
unfathomable ocean.”—Bookforum“A dream of a book by a masterful writer long immersed in
surfing culture. Finnegan recaptures the waves lost and found, the euphoria, the danger . . . the
allure.”—BBC.comPENGUIN BOOKSBARBARIAN DAYSWilliam Finnegan is the author of Cold
New World, A Complicated War, Dateline Soweto, and Crossing the Line. He has twice been a
National Magazine Award finalist and has won numerous journalism awards, including two
Overseas Press Club awards since 2009. A staff writer at The New Yorker since 1987, Finnegan
lives in Manhattan.Grajagan, Java, 1979PENGUIN BOOKSAn imprint of Penguin Random
House LLC375 Hudson StreetNew York, New York 10014First published in the United States of



America by Penguin Press, an imprint of Penguin Random House LLC, 2015Published in
Penguin Books 2016Copyright © 2016 by William FinneganPenguin supports copyright.
Copyright fuels creativity, encourages diverse voices, promotes free speech, and creates a
vibrant culture. Thank you for buying an authorized edition of this book and for complying with
copyright laws by not reproducing, scanning, or distributing any part of it in any form without
permission. You are supporting writers and allowing Penguin to continue to publish books for
every reader.Photograph creditsPage vi: © Mike Cordesius220: © joliphotos408: © Ken
Seino430: © Scott WinerOther photographs courtesy of the authorPenguin is committed to
publishing works of quality and integrity. In that spirit, we are proud to offer this book to our
readers; however, the story, the experiences, and the words are the author’s alone.Cover design:
Darren HaggarCover photograph: Courtesy of the authorVersion_7for MollieHe had become so
caught up in building sentences that he had almost forgotten the barbaric days when thinking
was like a splash of colour landing on a page.—EDWARD ST. AUBYN, Mother’s
MilkCONTENTSTitle PageCopyrightDedicationEpigraphONEOFF DIAMOND HEADHonolulu,
1966–67TWOSMELL THE OCEANCalifornia, ca. 1956–65THREETHE SHOCK OF THE
NEWCalifornia, 1968FOUR’SCUSE ME WHILE I KISS THE SKYMaui, 1971FIVETHE
SEARCHThe South Pacific, 1978SIXTHE LUCKY COUNTRYAustralia, 1978–
79SEVENCHOOSING ETHIOPIAAsia, Africa, 1979–81EIGHTAGAINST DERELICTIONSan
Francisco, 1983–86NINEBASSO PROFUNDOMadeira, 1994–2003TENTHE MOUNTAINS
FALL INTO THE HEART OF THE SEANew York City, 2002–15ONEOFF DIAMOND
HEADHonolulu, 1966–67I HAD NEVER THOUGHT OF MYSELF AS A SHELTERED CHILD.
STILL, Kaimuki Intermediate School was a shock. We had just moved to Honolulu, I was in the
eighth grade, and most of my new schoolmates were “drug addicts, glue sniffers, and hoods”—
or so I wrote to a friend back in Los Angeles. That wasn’t true. What was true was that haoles
(white people; I was one of them) were a tiny and unpopular minority at Kaimuki. The “natives,”
as I called them, seemed to dislike us particularly. This was unnerving because many of the
Hawaiians were, for junior-high kids, alarmingly large, and the word was that they liked to fight.
Orientals—again, my terminology—were the school’s biggest ethnic group. In those first weeks I
didn’t distinguish between Japanese and Chinese and Korean kids—they were all Orientals to
me. Nor did I note the existence of other important tribes, such as the Filipinos, the Samoans, or
the Portuguese (not considered haole), let alone all the kids of mixed ethnic background. I
probably even thought the big guy in wood shop who immediately took a sadistic interest in me
was Hawaiian.He wore shiny black shoes with long sharp toes, tight pants, and bright flowered
shirts. His kinky hair was cut in a pompadour, and he looked like he had been shaving since
birth. He rarely spoke, and then only in a pidgin unintelligible to me. He was some kind of junior
mobster, clearly years behind his original class, just biding his time until he could drop out. His
name was Freitas—I never heard a first name—but he didn’t seem to be related to the Freitas
clan, a vast family with a number of rambunctious boys at Kaimuki Intermediate. The stiletto-toed
Freitas studied me frankly for a few days, making me increasingly nervous, and then began to



conduct little assaults on my self-possession, softly bumping my elbow, for example, while I
concentrated over a saw cut on my half-built shoe-shine box.I was too scared to say anything,
and he never said a word to me. That seemed to be part of the fun. Then he settled on a crude
but ingenious amusement to pass those periods when we had to sit in chairs in the classroom
part of the shop. He would sit behind me and, whenever the teacher had his back turned, would
hit me on the head with a two-by-four. Bonk . . . bonk . . . bonk, a nice steady rhythm, always with
enough of a pause between blows to allow me brief hope that there might not be another. I
couldn’t understand why the teacher didn’t hear all these unauthorized, resonating clonks. They
were loud enough to attract the attention of our classmates, who seemed to find Freitas’s little
ritual fascinating. Inside my head the blows were, of course, bone-rattling explosions. Freitas
used a fairly long board—five or six feet—and he never hit too hard, which allowed him to pound
away to his heart’s content without leaving marks, and to do it from a certain rarefied, even
meditative distance, which added, I imagine, to the fascination of the performance.I wonder if,
had some other kid been targeted, I would have been as passive as my classmates were.
Probably so. The teacher was off in his own world, worried only about his table saws. I did
nothing in my own defense. While I eventually understood that Freitas wasn’t Hawaiian, I must
have figured I just had to take the abuse. I was, after all, skinny and haole and had no friends.My
parents had sent me to Kaimuki Intermediate, I later decided, under a misconception. This was
1966, and the California public school system, particularly in the middle-class suburbs where we
had lived, was among the nation’s best. The families we knew never considered private schools
for their kids. Hawaii’s public schools were another matter—impoverished, mired in colonial,
plantation, and mission traditions, miles below the American average academically.You would
not have known that, though, from the elementary school my younger siblings attended. (Kevin
was nine, Colleen seven. Michael was three and in preschool.) We had rented a house on the
edge of a wealthy neighborhood called Kahala, and Kahala Elementary was a well-funded little
haven of progressive education. Except for the fact that the children were allowed to go to school
barefoot—an astonishing piece of tropical permissiveness, we thought—Kahala Elementary
could have been in a genteel precinct of Santa Monica. Tellingly, however, Kahala had no junior
high. That was because every family in the area that could possibly manage it sent its kids to the
private secondary schools that have for generations educated Honolulu’s (and much of the rest
of Hawaii’s) middle class, along with its rich folk.Ignorant of all this, my parents sent me to the
nearest junior high, up in working-class Kaimuki, on the back side of Diamond Head crater,
where they assumed I was getting on with the business of the eighth grade, but where in fact I
was occupied almost entirely by the rigors of bullies, loneliness, fights, and finding my way, after
a lifetime of unconscious whiteness in the segregated suburbs of California, in a racialized world.
Even my classes felt racially constructed. For academic subjects, at least, students were
assigned, on the basis of test scores, to a group that moved together from teacher to teacher. I
was put in a high-end group, where nearly all my classmates were Japanese girls. There were
no Hawaiians, no Samoans, no Filipinos, and the classes themselves, which were prim and



undemanding, bored me in a way that school never had before. Matters weren’t helped by the
fact that, to my classmates, I seemed not to exist socially. And so I passed the class hours
slouched in back rows, keeping an eye on the trees outside for signs of wind direction and
strength, drawing page after page of surfboards and waves.• • •I HAD BEEN SURFING for
nearly three years by the time my father got the job that took us to Hawaii. He had been working,
mostly as an assistant director, in series television—Dr. Kildare, The Man from U.N.C.L.E. Now
he was the production manager on a new series, a half-hour musical variety show based on a
local radio program, Hawaii Calls. The idea was to shoot Don Ho singing in a glass-bottomed
boat, a calypso band by a waterfall, hula girls dancing while a volcano spewed, and call it a
show. “It won’t be the Hawaiian Amateur Hour,” my father said. “But close.”“If it’s really bad, we’ll
pretend we don’t know you,” my mother said. “Bill who?”The budget for moving us all to Honolulu
was tight, judging from the tiny cottage we rented (Kevin and I took turns sleeping on the couch)
and the rusted-out old Ford we bought to get around. But the cottage was near the beach—just
up a driveway lined with other cottages, on a street called Kulamanu—and the weather, which
was warm even in January, when we arrived, felt like wanton luxury.I was beside myself with
excitement just to be in Hawaii. All surfers, all readers of surf magazines—and I had memorized
nearly every line, every photo caption, in every surf magazine I owned—spent the bulk of their
fantasy lives, like it or not, in Hawaii. And now I was there, walking on actual Hawaiian sand
(coarse, strange-smelling), tasting Hawaiian seawater (warm, strange-smelling), and paddling
toward Hawaiian waves (small, dark-faced, windblown).Nothing was what I’d expected. In the
mags, Hawaiian waves were always big and, in the color shots, ranged from deep, mid-ocean
blue to a pale, impossible turquoise. The wind was always offshore (blowing from land to sea,
ideal for surfing), and the breaks themselves were the Olympian playgrounds of the gods:
Sunset Beach, the Banzai Pipeline, Makaha, Ala Moana, Waimea Bay.All of that seemed worlds
away from the sea in front of our house. Even Waikiki, known for its beginner breaks and tourist
crowds, was over on the far side of Diamond Head—the glamorous, iconic western side—along
with every other part of Honolulu anybody had heard of. We were on the mountain’s southeast
side, down in a little saddle of sloping, shady beachfront west of Black Point. The beach was just
a patch of damp sand, narrow and empty.On the afternoon of our arrival, during my first, frantic
survey of the local waters, I found the surf setup confusing. Waves broke here and there along
the outer edge of a mossy, exposed reef. I was worried by all the coral. It was infamously sharp.
Then I spotted, well off to the west, and rather far out at sea, a familiar minuet of stick figures,
rising and falling, backlit by the afternoon sun. Surfers! I ran back up the lane. Everyone at the
house was busy unpacking and fighting over beds. I threw on a pair of trunks, grabbed my
board, and left without a word.I paddled west along a shallow lagoon, staying close to the shore,
for half a mile. The beach houses ended, and the steep, brushy base of Diamond Head itself
took their place across the sand. Then the reef on my left fell away, revealing a wide channel—
deeper water, where no waves broke—and beyond the channel ten or twelve surfers riding a
scatter of dark, chest-high peaks in a moderate onshore wind. I paddled slowly toward the lineup



—the wave-catching zone—taking a roundabout route, studying every ride. The surfers were
good. They all had smooth, ungimmicky styles. Nobody fell off. And nobody, blessedly, seemed
to notice me.I circled around, then edged into an unpopulated stretch of the lineup. There were
plenty of waves. The takeoffs were crumbling but easy. Letting muscle memory take over, I
caught and rode a couple of small, mushy rights. The waves were different—but not too different
—from the waves I knew in California. They were shifty but not intimidating. I could see coral on
the bottom, but except for a couple of heads poking up far inside (near shore), nothing too
shallow.There was a lot of talk and laughter among the other surfers. Eavesdropping, I couldn’t
understand a word. They were probably speaking pidgin. I had read about pidgin in James
Michener’s Hawaii but, with my debut at Kaimuki Intermediate still a day away, hadn’t actually
heard any yet. Or maybe it was some foreign language. I was the only haole (another word from
Michener) in the water. At one point, an older guy paddling past me gestured seaward and said,
“Outside.” It was the only word spoken to me that day. And he was right: an outside set was
approaching, the biggest of the afternoon, and I was grateful to have been warned.As the sun
dropped, the crowd thinned. I tried to see where people went. Most seemed to take a steep path
up the mountainside to Diamond Head Road, their pale boards, carried on their heads, moving
steadily, skeg-first, through the switchbacks. I caught a final wave, rode it into the shallows, and
began the long paddle home through the lagoon. Lights were on in the houses now. The air was
cooler, the shadows blue-black under the coconut palms along the shore. I was aglow with my
good fortune. I just wished I had someone to tell: I’m in Hawaii, surfing in Hawaii. Then it
occurred to me that I didn’t even know the name of the place I’d surfed.• • •IT WAS CALLED
CLIFFS. It was a patchwork arc of reefs that ran south and west for half a mile from the channel
where I first paddled out. To learn any new spot in surfing, you first bring to bear your knowledge
of other breaks—all the other waves you’ve learned to read closely. But at that stage my
complete archives consisted of ten or fifteen California spots, and only one I really knew well: a
cobblestone point in Ventura. And none of this experience prepared me especially well for Cliffs,
which, after that initial session, I tried to surf twice a day.Path to the water, Kulamanu house,
1966It was a remarkably consistent spot, in the sense that there were nearly always waves to
ride, even in what I came to understand was the off-season for Oahu’s South Shore. The reefs
off Diamond Head are at the southern extremity of the island, and thus pick up every scrap of
passing swell. But they also catch a lot of wind, including local williwaws off the slopes of the
crater, and the wind, along with the vast jigsaw expanse of the reef and the swells arriving from
many different points of the compass, combined to produce constantly changing conditions that,
in a paradox I didn’t appreciate at the time, amounted to a rowdy, hourly refutation of the idea of
consistency. Cliffs possessed a moody complexity beyond anything I had known.Mornings were
particularly confounding. To squeeze in a surf before school, I had to be out there by daybreak.
In my narrow experience the sea was supposed to be glassy at dawn. In coastal California, that
is, early mornings are usually windless. Not so, apparently, in the tropics. Certainly not at Cliffs.
At sunrise the trade winds often blew hard. Palm fronds thrashed overhead as I tripped down the



lane, waxed board on my head, and from the seafront I could see whitecaps outside, beyond the
reef, spilling east to west on a royal-blue ocean. The trades were said to be northeasterlies,
which was not a bad direction, in theory, for a south-facing coast, but somehow they were
always sideshore at Cliffs, and strong enough to ruin most spots from that angle.And yet the
place had a kind of growling durability that left it ridable, at least for my purposes, even in those
battered conditions. Almost no one else surfed it in the early morning, which made it a good time
to explore the main takeoff area. I began to learn the tricky, fast, shallow sections, and the soft
spots where a quick cutback was needed to keep a ride going. Even on a waist-high, blown-out
day, it was possible to milk certain waves for long, improvised, thoroughly satisfying rides. The
reef had a thousand quirks, which changed quickly with the tide. And when the inshore channel
began to turn a milky turquoise—a color not unlike some of the Hawaiian fantasy waves in the
mags—it meant, I came to know, that the sun had risen to the point where I should head in for
breakfast. If the tide was extra low, leaving the lagoon too shallow to paddle, I learned to allow
more time for trudging home on the soft, coarse sand, struggling to keep my board’s nose
pointed into the wind.Afternoons were a different story. The wind was usually lighter, the sea less
seasick, and there were other people surfing. Cliffs had a crew of regulars. After a few sessions,
I could recognize some of them. At the mainland spots I knew, there was usually a limited supply
of waves, a lot of jockeying for position, and a strictly observed pecking order. A youngster,
particularly one lacking allies, such as an older brother, needed to be careful not to cross, even
inadvertently, any local big dogs. But at Cliffs there was so much room to spread out, so many
empty peaks breaking off to the west of the main takeoff—or, if you kept an eye out, perhaps on
an inside shelf that had quietly started to work—that I felt free to pursue my explorations of the
margins. Nobody bothered me. Nobody vibed me. It was the opposite of my life at school.• • •MY
ORIENTATION PROGRAM at school included a series of fistfights, some of them formally
scheduled. There was a cemetery next to the campus, with a well-hidden patch of grass down in
one corner where kids went to settle their differences. I found myself facing off there with a
number of boys named Freitas—none of them, again, apparently related to my hairy tormentor
from wood shop. My first opponent was so small and young that I doubted he was even at our
school. The Freitas clan’s method for training its members in battle, it seemed, was to find some
fool without allies or the brains to avoid a challenge, then send their youngest fighter with any
chance at all into the ring. If he lost, the next biggest Freitas would be sent in. This went on until
the nonkinsman was defeated. It was all quite dispassionate, the bouts arranged and refereed by
older Freitases, and more or less fairly conducted.My first match was sparsely attended—really
of no interest to anyone—but I was still scared sick, having no seconds in my corner and no idea
what the rules were. My opponent turned out to be shockingly strong for his size, and ferocious,
but his arms were too short to land punches, and I eventually subdued him without much
damage to either of us. His cousin, who stepped up immediately, was more my size, and our
sparring was more consequential. I held my own, but we both had shiners before a senior Freitas
stepped in, declaring a draw. There would be a rematch, he said, and if I won that, somebody



named Tino would come and kick my ass, no questions asked. Team Freitas departed. I
remember watching them jog, laughing and loose, a happy family militia, up the long slope of the
graveyard. They were evidently late for another appointment. My face hurt, my knuckles hurt, but
I was giddy with relief. Then I noticed a couple of haole guys my age standing in the bushes at
the edge of the clearing, looking squirrelly. I half recognized them from school, but they left
without saying a word.I won the rematch, I think. Then Tino kicked my ass, no questions
asked.There were more fights, including a multiday brawl with a Chinese kid in my agriculture
class who refused to give up even when I had his face shoved deep in the red mud of the lettuce
patch. This bitter tussle went on for a week. It resumed each afternoon, and never produced a
winner. The other boys in the class, enjoying the show, made sure that the teacher, if he ever
came round, didn’t catch us at it.I don’t know what my parents thought. Cuts and bruises, even
black eyes, could be explained. Football, surfing, something. My hunch, which seems right in
retrospect, was that they couldn’t help, so I told them nothing.A racist gang came to my rescue.
They called themselves the In Crowd. They were haoles and, their laughable gang name
notwithstanding, they were impressively bad. Their leader was a jolly, dissolute, hoarse-voiced,
broken-toothed kid named Mike. He was not physically imposing, but he shambled around
school with a rowdy fearlessness that seemed to give everyone but the largest Samoans pause.
Mike’s true home, one came to understand, was a juvenile detention center somewhere—this
schoolgoing was just a furlough, which he intended to make the most of. He had a younger
sister, Edie, who was blond and skinny and wild, and their house in Kaimuki was the In Crowd’s
clubhouse. At school they gathered under a tall monkeypod tree on a red-dirt hill behind the
unpainted bungalow where I took typing. My induction was informal. Mike and his buddies
simply let me know I was welcome to join them under the monkeypod. And it was from the In
Crowd kids, who actually seemed to include more girls than boys, that I began to learn, first, the
broad outlines, and then the minutiae, of the local racial setup. Our main enemies, I came to
know, were the “mokes”—which seemed to mean anyone dark and tough.“You been beefin’ with
mokes already,” Mike told me.That was true, I realized.But my fighting career soon tailed off.
People seemed to know I was now part of the haole gang, and elected to pick on other kids.
Even Freitas in wood shop started easing up on me. But had he really put away his two-by-four?
It was hard to imagine he would be worried by the In Crowd.• • •DISCREETLY, I STUDIED the
surfing of some of the regulars at Cliffs—the ones who seemed to read the wave best, who
found the speed pockets and wheeled their boards so neatly through their turns. My first
impression was confirmed: I had never seen such smoothness. Hand movements were strikingly
in synch with feet. Knees were more deeply bent than in the surfing I was used to, hips looser.
There wasn’t much nose-riding, which was the subspecialty rage at the time on the mainland
and required scurrying, when the opportunity arose, to the front of one’s board—hanging five,
hanging ten, defying the obvious physics of flotation and glide. I didn’t know it then, but what I
was looking at was classic Island style. I just took my mental notes from the channel, and began,
without thinking about it, to walk the nose less.There were a few young guys, including one wiry,



straight-backed kid who looked to be about my age. He stayed away from the main peak, riding
peripheral waves. But I craned to see what he did. Even on the funky little waves he chose, I
could see that he was shockingly quick and poised. He was the best surfer my age I had ever
seen. He rode an unusually short, light, sharp-nosed board—a bone-white clear-finish Wardy.
He caught me watching him, and he seemed as embarrassed as I was. He paddled furiously
past me, looking affronted. I tried to stay out of his way after that. But the next day he cocked his
chin in greeting. I hoped my happiness didn’t show. Then, a few days later, he spoke.“Mo’ bettah
that side,” he said, throwing his eyes to the west as we pushed through a small set. It was an
invitation to join him at one of his obscure, uncrowded peaks. I didn’t need to be asked twice.His
name was Roddy Kaulukukui. He was thirteen, same as me. “He’s so tan he looks Negro,” I
wrote to my friend. Roddy and I traded waves warily, and then less warily. I could catch waves as
well as he could, which was important, and I was learning the spot, which became something of
a shared enterprise. As the two youngest guys at Cliffs, we were both, at least half-consciously,
in the market for an age-mate. But Roddy didn’t come out there alone. He had two brothers and
a sort of honorary third brother—a Japanese guy named Ford Takara. Roddy’s older brother,
Glenn, was a lineup mainstay. Glenn and Ford were out every day. They were only a year older
than us, but both of them could compete with anybody in the main peak. Glenn in particular was
a superb surfer, with a style that was already flowing and beautiful. Their father, Glenn Sr., also
surfed, as did their little brother, John, though he was too young for Cliffs.Roddy began to fill me
in on who some of the other guys were. The fat guy who appeared on bigger days, taking off far
outside and ripping so hard that the rest of us stopped surfing to watch, was Ben Aipa, he said.
(Years later, Aipa photos and stories began to fill the mags.) The Chinese guy who showed up
on the biggest day I had seen yet at Cliffs—a solid, out-of-season south swell on a windless,
overcast afternoon—was Leslie Wong. He had a silky style, and he only deigned to surf Cliffs
when it was exceptionally good. Leslie Wong caught and pulled into the wave of the day, his
back slightly arched, his arms relaxed, making the extremely difficult—no, come on, the ecstatic
—look easy. When I grew up, I wanted to be Leslie Wong. Among the Cliffs regulars, I slowly got
to know who was likely to waste a wave—fail to catch it, or fall off—and then how to quietly snag
the wave myself without showing disrespect. Even in a mild-mannered crowd, it was important
not to show up anyone.Day in, day out, Glenn Kaulukukui was my favorite surfer. From the
moment he caught a wave, gliding catlike to his feet, I couldn’t take my eyes off the lines he
drew, the speed he somehow found, the improvisations he came up with. He had a huge head,
which seemed always to be slightly thrown back, and long hair, sun-bleached red, also thrown
lushly back. He had thick lips, African-looking, black shoulders, and he moved with unusual
elegance. But there was something else—call it wit, or irony—that accompanied his physical
confidence and beauty, something bittersweet that allowed him, in all but the most demanding
situations, to seem like he was both performing intently and, at the same time, laughing quietly
at himself.He also laughed at me, though not unkindly. When I overpowered a kickout, trying to
put a flourish on the end of a ride, slicing awkwardly over the shoulder and into parallel with his



board in the channel, Glenn said, “Geev ’um, Bill. Geev ’um da lights.” Even I knew that this was
a pidgin cliché—an overused exhortation. It was also a dense little piece of satire. He was
mocking me and encouraging me, both. We paddled out together. When we were nearly outside,
we watched Ford catch a set wave from a deep position and pick a clever line to thread through
a pair of difficult sections. “Yeah, Fawd,” Glenn murmured appreciatively. “Spahk dat.” Then he
began to outsprint me toward the lineup.One afternoon Roddy asked where I lived. I pointed
east, toward the shady cove inside Black Point. He told Glenn and Ford, then came back,
looking abashed, with a request. Could they leave their boards at my house? I was happy for the
company on the long paddle home. Our cottage had a tiny yard, with a stand of bamboo, thick
and tall, hiding it from the street. We stashed our boards in the bamboo and washed off in the
dark with a garden hose. Then the three of them left, wearing nothing but trunks, dripping wet,
clearly stoked to be unburdened by boards, for distant Kaimuki.• • •THE IN CROWD’S RACISM
was situationist, not doctrinaire. It seemed to have no historical pretensions—unlike, say, the
skinheads who came along later claiming descent from Nazism and the Klan. Hawaii had seen
plenty of white supremacism, particularly among its elites, but the In Crowd knew nothing of
elites. Most of the kids were hardscrabble, living in straitened circumstances, though some had
been kicked out of private schools and were simply in disgrace. Among Kaimuki Intermediate’s
smattering of haole students, most were actually shunned by the In Crowd as insufficiently cool.
These unaffiliated haoles seemed to be mainly military kids. They all looked disoriented, scared.
The two guys who had watched me fight the Freitases without offering help were among them.
And so was a tremendously tall, silent, friendless boy whom people called Lurch.There were
other haoles, I later realized, who were too smart to get involved in gang nonsense. These kids,
most of them surfers from the Waikiki side of Diamond Head, knew how to keep low profiles
when in the minority. They also knew losers when they saw them. And they had, in a pinch, their
own mutual-assistance structures to draw on. But I was too clueless those first months to
register their existence.Adolescent cool was, as ever, mostly a mystery, but physical strength
(read: early puberty), self-confidence (special bonus points for defying adults), and taste in
music and clothes all counted. I couldn’t see how I qualified in any category. I wasn’t big—
indeed, puberty seemed, to my shame, to be eluding me. I wasn’t hip to fashion or music. I
certainly wasn’t bad—I had never even been to jail. But I admired the spunk of the In Crowd kids,
and I wasn’t inclined to question anybody who had my back.I thought the In Crowd’s main
activity would be gang fighting, and there was certainly continual talk of impending warfare with
various rival “moke” groups. But then Mike always seemed to be leading a peace delegation to
some last-minute powwow, and bloodshed would be avoided through painstaking, face-saving
diplomacy. Truces would be formalized by solemn underage drinking. Most of the group’s energy
actually went into gossip, parties, petty theft and vandalism, and being obnoxious on the city bus
after school. There were a number of pretty girls in the In Crowd, and I was serially smitten with
each of them. Nobody in the gang surfed.• • •RODDY AND GLENN KAULUKUKUI and Ford
Takara all went to Kaimuki Intermediate, it turned out. But I didn’t hang with them there. That was



a feat, since the four of us spent nearly every afternoon and weekend together in the water, and
Roddy was soon established as my new best friend. The Kaulukukuis lived at Fort Ruger, on the
north slope of Diamond Head crater, near the cemetery that abutted our school. Glenn Sr. was in
the Army, and their apartment was in an old military barracks tucked in a little kiawe grove below
Diamond Head Road. Roddy and Glenn had lived on the island of Hawaii, which everybody
called the Big Island. They had family there. Now they had a stepmother, and she and Roddy
didn’t get along. She was Korean. Did I know what Koreans were like? Roddy was ready to fill
me in.Confined to quarters after a fight with his stepmother, he poured out his misery in bitter
whispers in the stifling room he shared with Glenn and John.I thought I knew something about
misery: I was missing waves that afternoon in a show of solidarity. There wasn’t even a surf mag
to leaf through while grimacing sympathetically. “Why he have to marry her?” Roddy
keened.Glenn Sr. occasionally came surfing with us. He was a formidable character, heavily
muscled, severe. He ordered his sons around, not bothering with niceties. He seemed to loosen
up in the water, though. Sometimes he even laughed. He rode a huge board in a simple, old-
fashioned style, drawing long lines, perfectly balanced, across the long walls at Cliffs. In his day,
his sons told me proudly, he had surfed Waimea Bay.Waimea was on the North Shore. It was
considered the heaviest big-wave spot in the world. I knew it only as a mythical place—a stage
set, really, for the heroics of a few surf celebrities, hyped endlessly in the mags. Roddy and
Glenn didn’t talk much about it, but to them Waimea was obviously a real place, and exceedingly
serious business. You surfed it when you were ready. Most surfers, of course, would never be
ready. But for Hawaiian kids like them, Waimea, and the other great North Shore breaks as well,
lay ahead, each a question, a type of final exam.I had always assumed that only famous surfers
rode Waimea. But now I saw that local fathers rode it too, and in time, perhaps, their sons would
as well. These people never appeared in mainland magazines. And there were many families
like the Kaulukukuis in Hawaii—multigenerational surfing families, ohanas rich in talent and
tradition, known only to one another.Glenn Sr. reminded me, from the first time I saw him, of
Liloa, the old monarch in a book I loved, Umi: The Hawaiian Boy Who Became a King. It was a
children’s book, first given to my father, according to a faded flyleaf inscription, by two aunts who
had bought it in Honolulu in 1939. The author, Robert Lee Eskridge, had also done the
illustrations, which I thought magnificent. They were simple but fierce, like lushly colored
woodcuts. They showed Umi and his younger brothers and their adventures in old Hawaii: sailing
down mountainsides on morning-glory vines (“From vine to vine the boys slid with lightning
speed”), diving into pools formed by lava tubes, crossing the sea in war canoes (“Slaves shall
accompany Umi to his father’s palace in Waipio”). Some of the illustrations showed grown men,
guards and warriors and courtiers, whose faces scared me—their stylized cruelty, in a pitiless
world of all-powerful chiefs and quaking commoners. At least the features of Liloa, the king and
Umi’s secret father, were softened at times by wisdom and paternal pride.Roddy believed in
Pele. She was the Hawaiian goddess of fire. She lived, people said, on the Big Island, where she
caused the volcanoes to erupt when she was displeased. She was famously jealous and violent,



and Hawaiians tried to propitiate her with offerings of pork, fish, liquor. She was so famous that
even tourists knew about her, but Roddy made it clear, when he professed his belief to me, that
he wasn’t talking about the kitsch character. He meant a whole religious world, something from
before the haoles came—a Hawaiian world with elaborate rules and taboos and secret, hard-
won understandings about the land, the ocean, birds, fish, animals, and the gods. I took him
seriously. I already knew, in rough outline, what had happened to the Hawaiians—how American
missionaries and other haoles had subjugated them, stolen their lands, killed them en masse
with diseases, and converted the survivors to Christianity. I felt no responsibility for this cruel
dispossession, no liberal guilt, but I knew enough to keep my junior atheist’s mouth shut.We
started surfing new spots together. Roddy wasn’t afraid of coral the way I was, and he showed
me spots that broke among the reefs between my house and Cliffs. Most were only ridable at
high tide, but some were little keyholes, slots between dry reef—sweet waves hiding in plain
sight, essentially windproof. These breaks, Roddy said, were customarily named after the
families who lived, or had once lived, in front of them—Patterson’s, Mahoney’s. There was also a
big-wave spot, known as the Bomb, that broke outside Patterson’s. Glenn and Ford had ridden it
once or twice. Roddy had not. I had seen waves feathering (their crests throwing spray as the
swells steepened) out there on big days at low tide, but had never seen it big enough to break.
Roddy talked about the Bomb in a hushed, strained voice. He was obviously working up to
it.“This summer,” he said. “First big day.”In the meantime, we had Kaikoos. It was a deepwater
break off Black Point, visible from the bottom of our lane. It was hard to line up, and always
bigger than it looked, and I found it frightening. Roddy led me out there the first time, paddling
through a deep, cross-chopped channel that had been cut originally, he told me, by Doris Duke,
the tobacco heiress, to serve a private yacht harbor that was still tucked into the cliff under her
mansion. He pointed toward the shore, but I was too worried about the waves ahead to check
out Doris Duke’s place.Thick, dark blue peaks seemed to jump up out of deep ocean, some of
them unnervingly big. The lefts were short and easy, really just big drops, but Roddy said the
rights were better, and he paddled farther east, deeper into the break. His temerity seemed to
me insane. The rights looked closed out (unmakable), and terribly powerful, and even if you
made one the ride would carry you straight into the big, hungry-looking rocks of outer Black
Point. If you lost your board in there, you would never see it again. And where could you even
swim in? I darted around, dodging peaks, way outside, half-hysterical, trying to keep an eye on
Roddy. He seemed to be catching waves, though it was hard to tell. Finally, he paddled back to
me, looking exhilarated, smirking at my agitation. He took pity on me, though, and said nothing.I
later learned to like—not love—the rights at Kaikoos. The spot was often empty, but there were a
few guys who knew how to ride it, and, watching them on good days from the Black Point rocks, I
began to see the shape of the reef and how to avoid, with a little luck, catastrophe. Still, it was a
gnarly spot by my standards, and when I bragged in letters to my friend in Los Angeles about
riding this scary, deepwater peak, I was not above spinning tall tales about being carried, with
Roddy, by huge currents halfway to Koko Head, which was miles away to the east. My detailed



description of scooting through a big tube—the cavern formed by a hard-breaking wave—on a
Kaikoos right contained, on the other hand, a whiff of authenticity. I still half remember that
wave.• • •BUT SURFING ALWAYS HAD this horizon, this fear line, that made it different from
other things, certainly from other sports I knew. You could do it with friends, but when the waves
got big, or you got into trouble, there never seemed to be anyone around.Everything out there
was disturbingly interlaced with everything else. Waves were the playing field. They were the
goal. They were the object of your deepest desire and adoration. At the same time, they were
your adversary, your nemesis, even your mortal enemy. The surf was your refuge, your happy
hiding place, but it was also a hostile wilderness—a dynamic, indifferent world. At thirteen, I had
mostly stopped believing in God, but that was a new development, and it had left a hole in my
world, a feeling that I’d been abandoned. The ocean was like an uncaring God, endlessly
dangerous, power beyond measure.And yet you were expected, even as a kid, to take its
measure every day. You were required—this was essential, a matter of survival—to know your
limits, both physical and emotional. But how could you know your limits unless you tested them?
And if you failed the test? You were also required to stay calm if things went wrong. Panic was
the first step, everybody said, to drowning. As a kid, too, your abilities were assumed to be
growing. What was unthinkable one year became thinkable, possibly, the next. My letters from
Honolulu in 1966, kindly returned to me recently, are distinguished less by swaggering bullshit
than by frank discussions of fear. “Don’t think I’ve suddenly gotten brave. I haven’t.” But the
frontiers of the thinkable were quietly, fitfully edging back for me.That was clear on the first big
day I saw at Cliffs. A long-period swell had arrived overnight. The sets (larger waves, which
usually come in groups) were well overhead, glassy and gray, with long walls and powerful
sections. I was so excited to see the excellence that my backyard spot could produce that I
forgot my usual shyness and began to ride with the crowd at the main peak. I was overmatched
there, and scared, and got mauled by the biggest sets. I wasn’t strong enough to hold on to my
board when caught inside by six-foot waves, even though I “turned turtle”—rolled the board over,
pulled the nose down from underwater, wrapped my legs around it, and got a death grip on the
rails. The whitewater tore the board from my hands, then thrashed me, holding me down for
long, thorough beatings. I spent much of the afternoon swimming. Still, I stayed out till dusk. I
even caught and made a few meaty waves. And I saw surfing that day—by Leslie Wong, among
others—that made my chest hurt: long moments of grace under pressure that felt etched deep in
my being: what I wanted, somehow, more than anything else. That night, while my family slept, I
lay awake on the bamboo-framed couch, heart pounding with residual adrenaline, listening
restlessly to the rain.• • •OUR LIFE IN THE LITTLE COTTAGE on Kulamanu felt makeshift,
barely American. There were geckos on the walls, cane rats under the floor, huge water bugs in
the bathroom. There was strange fruit—mangoes, papayas, lychees, star fruit—that my mother
learned to judge for ripeness, then proudly peel and slice. I don’t remember if we even had a TV.
The sitcoms that had been a kind of prime-time hearth back on the mainland—My Three Sons, I
Dream of Jeannie, even my favorite, Get Smart—now seemed like half-remembered black-and-



white dreams from a world left behind. We had a landlady, Mrs. Wadsworth, who watched us
suspiciously. Still, I found renting grand. Mrs. Wadsworth had a gardener, which afforded me a
life of leisure. My yard chores in California had seemed to take up half my waking hours.Another
thing about our exotic new life: we all squabbled less, maybe because we each remained slightly
awestruck by our new surroundings. And the fights we did have never escalated into the full-
dress screaming and belting and spanking that we had regularly endured in L.A. When my
mother yelled, “Wait till your father gets home,” she didn’t seem serious now. It was as if she
were slyly quoting an earlier self, or some TV mom, and even the little ones were in on the
joke.My father worked at least six days a week. When we had him with us, on the odd Sunday,
we would ramble around the island—cross the sheer, dripping, wind-blasted Pali (the pass over
the mountains that stood like a green wall above Honolulu), or picnic out at Hanauma Bay,
beyond Koko Head, where the snorkeling on the reef was wondrous. He made it home most
evenings, and on special occasions we went to a restaurant called the Jolly Roger, part of a
pirate-themed chain, with burgers named after Robert Louis Stevenson characters, in a
shopping mall in Kahala. One night we went to see Disney’s Snow White at a drive-in on Waialae
Avenue, all six of us in a pile in our old Ford Fairlane. I know this because I wrote to my friend in
L.A. about it. I described the film as “psychedelic.”My father’s Hawaii was a big, truly interesting
place. He was regularly in the outer islands, herding film crews and talent into rain forests,
remote villages, tricky shoots on unsteady canoes. He even shot a Pele number on a Big Island
lava field. Although he didn’t know it, he was building the foundation for an adjunct career as a
Hawaii specialist—he spent most of the next decade making feature films and TV shows in the
islands. His job involved constant battling with local labor unions, particularly the teamsters and
the longshoremen, who controlled freight transportation. There was abundant private irony in
these battles, since my father was a strong union man, from a union family (railroaders) in
Michigan. Indeed, family legend had it that in New York City, where I was born, he spent the night
of my birth in a jail cell, having been plucked off a picket line outside the CBS studios, where he
worked as a newswriter, and where he and his friends were trying to organize. Though he never
talked about it, our move to California, with me still an infant, had been driven by employment
difficulties caused by his labor militancy. It was the heyday of Senator Joseph McCarthy.The
Hawaiian unions were, around that same time, performing postwar miracles. Led by an outpost
of the West Coast longshoremen, in league with local Japanese American leftists, they even
organized plantation workers, transforming a feudal economy. This was in a territory where,
before the war, the harassment and even murder of strikers and organizers by management
goons and police generally went unpunished. By the mid-’60s, however, Hawaii’s labor
movement, like much of its mainland counterpart, had grown complacent, top-heavy, and
corrupt, and my father, although he came to like personally some of the union bosses he fought
daily, never seemed much edified by the struggle.His work carried us into odd orbits. A
hyperkinetic restaurateur named Chester Lau, for instance, had attached himself to Hawaii
Calls, and for years my family turned up at far-flung luaus and pig roasts and civic events



organized by Chester and usually held at one of his joints.My dad gained enough sense of local
working-class culture to know that the streets of Honolulu (and perhaps the schools) might be a
challenge for a haole kid. If nothing else, there was a notorious unofficial holiday called Kill a
Haole Day. This holiday got plenty of discussion, including editorials (against) in the local
papers, though I never managed to find out where precisely on the calendar it fell. “Any day the
mokes want,” said Mike, our In Crowd chief. I also never heard whether the holiday occasioned
any actual homicides. The main targets, people said, of Kill a Haole Day were actually off-duty
servicemen, who generally wandered in packs around Waikiki and the red-light district
downtown. I think my father took comfort in seeing that my best friends were the local kids who
kept their surfboards in our yard. They looked like they could handle themselves.He had always
worried about bullies. When confronted by bigger boys, or outnumbered, I should, he told me,
“pick up a stick, a rock, whatever you can find.” He got alarmingly emotional giving me this
advice. Was he remembering ancient beatings and humiliations in Escanaba, his Michigan
hometown? Or was it just so upsetting, the thought of his child, his Billy, alone and set upon by
thugs? I had never taken the advice, in any case. There had been plenty of fighting, some of it
involving sticks and rocks, in Woodland Hills, the California suburb where we lived, but rarely the
stark encounter my dad envisioned. Once, it was true, a Mexican kid, a stranger, got me down
under some pepper trees after school, pinning my arms, and squeezed lemon juice into my
eyes. That might have been a good time to grab a stick. But I couldn’t quite believe that was
happening. Lemon juice? In my eyes? Put there by someone I didn’t even know? My eyes
burned for days. I never told my parents about the incident. That would have been a violation of
the Code of Boys. Neither did I tell them (or anyone else) about Freitas and his terrible two-by-
four.My father as a scared child—that was a picture that would not come into focus. He was Dad,
Big Bill Finnegan, strong as a grizzly. His biceps, a marvel to all of us, were like marbled oak
burls. I would never have such arms. I had inherited my mother’s string-bean build. My dad
seemed scared of no one. Indeed, he had a cantankerous streak that could be mortifying. He
wasn’t afraid to raise his voice in public. He sometimes asked the proprietors of shops and
restaurants that posted signs asserting their right to refuse service to anyone what exactly that
meant, and if he didn’t like their answers angrily took his business elsewhere. This didn’t happen
in Hawaii, but it happened plenty of times on the mainland. I didn’t know that such notices were
often code for “whites only”—these were the waning days of legal racial segregation. I just
quailed and stared desperately at the ground, dying of embarrassment as his voice began to
rise.• • •MY MOTHER WAS PAT, née Quinn. Her willowy figure was misleading. With a mostly
absent husband and no domestic help, she raised four kids without seeming to break a sweat.
She had grown up in a Los Angeles that no longer exists—white Catholic working-class
Roosevelt liberals—and her generation, reaching adulthood after the war, was broadly, blithely
upwardly mobile. Beachgoing progressives, they hitched their stars, for the most part, to the
entertainment industry—husbands working in it, wives managing the suburban brood. My
mother had an easygoing, tennis-playing grace. She also knew how to make ends meet. When I



was little, I thought carrot, apple, and raisin salad was required fare, seven nights a week. In fact,
those were the cheapest healthy foods in California at the time. My mother’s people were Irish-
immigrant hill farmers in West Virginia and she, even more than my dad, was a child of the
Depression. Her father, an alcoholic refrigerator repairman, had died young. She never
mentioned him. Her mother, left to raise three girls alone, had gone back to school and become
a nurse. When my grandmother first saw my father, who was an inch shorter than my mother,
she reportedly sighed and said, “Well, all the tall ones got killed in the war.”My mother was
endlessly game. She didn’t like sailing but spent most weekends knocking around on the
succession of little boats that my father, as we got less broke, bought and doted on. She didn’t
like camping but went camping without complaint. She didn’t even like Hawaii, although I didn’t
know that at the time. To her, the provincialism of Honolulu was suffocating. She had grown up in
L.A., had lived in New York, and apparently found the Honolulu daily paper painful to read. She
was terrifically social, and not at all snobbish, but she made few friends in Hawaii. My father had
never really cared much about friends—if he wasn’t working, he preferred to be with his family—
but my mother missed the wide circle of other families we knew in L.A., most of them also in
show business, as well as her close friends from childhood.Patricia Finnegan, Windward Side,
Oahu, 1966She hid all of that from us and threw herself into making the most of life in an insular,
reactionary town. She loved the water, which was lucky (though not for her fair Irish skin). On the
patch of damp sand at the bottom of our path, she would spread beach towels and lead the little
ones into the lagoon with masks and nets. She got my sister, Colleen, into training for her First
Communion at a church in Waikiki. She even, when possible, jumped on planes to the
neighboring islands with my dad, usually with Michael, who was three, on her hip, and some
hasty babysitting arrangement in her wake. And in the outer islands she found, I think, a Hawaii
more to her liking—not the Babbitty boosters and country-club racists of Honolulu. In snapshots
from those jaunts, she looked like a stranger: not Mom but some pensive, stylish lady in a
sleeveless turquoise shift, alone with her thoughts in the middle distance—a Joan Didion
character, it seems now, walking barefoot, sandals in hand, past a shaggy wall of shorefront
pines. Didion, I later learned, was her favorite writer.• • •I TREASURED THE BREAK from yard
work. But, to my sorrow, I was coming into my own as a babysitter. My parents, ignorant of my
budding career as a Kaimuki gangbanger, knew me only as Mr. Responsible. That had been my
role at home since shortly after the others started arriving. There was a substantial age gap
between me and my siblings—Kevin was more than four years younger, Michael ten—and I
could be counted on to keep the little ones undrowned, unelectrocuted, fed, watered,
rediapered. But formal babysitting duties, evenings and weekends, were a new thing, and a
terrible imposition, I found, when there were waves to ride, city buses begging to be pelted with
unripe mangoes, unchaperoned parties to attend in Kaimuki. I took my revenge on poor Kevin
and Colleen by sourly reminiscing about the good old days before they were born. It was a
golden age, really. Just Mom and Dad and me, doing what we pleased. Every night out at the
Jolly Roger. Cheeseburgers, chocolate malts. No crying babies. Those were the days.I tried to



lose my job one blazing Saturday with Colleen. She was scheduled to receive First Communion
the next day. Saturday was dress rehearsal for the big ceremony. Mom and Dad were away,
probably at a Chester Lau function. Colleen was in head-to-toe white lace regalia. She was
supposed to make her First Confession that day—although what, even generally, a seven-year-
old girl would have to confess in the way of mortal sins is hard to imagine. The Saturday
rehearsal was, in any case, mandatory. The Roman Catholics in those days did not fool around.
If you missed the rehearsal, you would not make your First Communion. Come back next year,
little sinner, and God save your soul in the interim. Because I had been raised in the cold bosom
of the church, I knew what tough nuts the nuns could be. Therefore, when Colleen and I
contrived to miss the once-an-hour city bus to Waikiki on the day of her rehearsal, I knew exactly
what the stakes were. And because I was still, deep down, little Mr. Responsible, I panicked. I put
my tiny sister out in the middle of Diamond Head Road in her showstopping costume, flagged
down the first Waikiki-bound vehicle, and got her to the church on time.• • •I WAS STARTING TO
GET my bearings in Honolulu. From the lineup at Cliffs, you could see the whole south coast of
Oahu, from the Waianae Mountains in the west, beyond Honolulu and Pearl Harbor, to Koko
Head, which was a sort of second-rank Diamond Head—another parched-looking crater at the
water’s edge—in the east. The city filled a plain between the coast and the Ko‘olau Range,
whose steep green peaks were usually buried in clouds and mist under brilliant, billowing
thunderheads. The mountains sent rain clouds out to water the city, though most burned up
before they reached the coast. Rainbows littered the sky. Beyond the mountains was the
Windward Side, and somewhere out that way was the fabled North Shore.Directions in Honolulu
were always given, though, in terms of local landmarks, not the compass, so you went mauka
(toward the mountains) or makai (toward the sea) or ewa (toward Ewa Beach, which was out
past the airport and Pearl Harbor) or diamondhead. (Among those of us living on the far side of
Diamond Head, people just said kokohead—same difference.) These picturesque directions
weren’t slang or affectations—you saw them on official maps and street signs. And they were
also, for me—and my sense of this was unformed but strong—a salient piece of a world more
unitary, for all its fractiousness, a world more coherent in its mid-Pacific isolation than any I’d
known before. I missed my friends in L.A. But Southern California, in its sprawling, edgeless
blandness, was losing its baseline status in my mind. It was no longer the place by which all
other places had to be measured. There was a kid in the In Crowd, Steve, who groused
endlessly about “the Rock.” He meant Oahu, although he made it sound like Alcatraz. Steve’s
urgent ambition was to escape the Rock, ideally to England, where his favorite band, the Kinks,
played. But anywhere “mainland”—anywhere not Hawaii—would do. I, meanwhile, wouldn’t have
minded staying in Da Islands forever.• • •IN OLD HAWAII, before the arrival of Europeans,
surfing had religious import. After prayers and offerings, master craftsmen made boards from
sacred koa or wiliwili trees. Priests blessed swells, lashed the water with vines to raise swells,
and some breaks had heiaus (temples) on the beach where devotees could pray for waves. This
spiritual awareness did not preclude raucous competition, even large-scale gambling. “One



contest between Maui and Oahu champions involved a wager of four thousand pigs and sixteen
war canoes,” according to the historians Peter Westwick and Peter Neushul. Men and women,
young and old, royalty and commoners surfed. When the waves were good, “all thought of work
is at an end, only that of sport is left,” wrote Kepelino Keauokalani, a nineteenth-century
Hawaiian scholar. “All day there is nothing but surfing. Many go out surfing as early as four in the
morning.” The old Hawaiians had it bad, in other words—surf fever. They also had plenty of what
we would call leisure time. The islands were blessed with a large food surplus; its inhabitants
were not only skilled fishermen, terrace farmers, and hunters, but built and managed elaborate
systems of fishponds. Their winter harvest festival lasted three months—during which the surf
frequently pumped and work was officially forbidden.This was not what the Calvinist
missionaries who began arriving in Hawaii in 1820 had in mind for the islanders as a way of life.
Hiram Bingham, who led the first missionary party, which found itself in a crowd of surfers before
it had even landed, wrote that “the appearance of destitution, degradation, and barbarism,
among the chattering, and almost naked savages, whose heads and feet, and much of their
sunburnt swarthy skins, were bare, was appalling. Some of our number, with gushing tears,
turned away from the spectacle.” Twenty-seven years later, Bingham wrote, “The decline and
discontinuance of the surfboard, as civilization advances, may be accounted for by the increase
in modesty, industry or religion.” He was not wrong about the decline of surfing. Hawaiian culture
had been destroyed, and the people decimated by European diseases; between 1778 and
1893, the Hawaiian population shrank from an estimated eight hundred thousand to forty
thousand, and by the end of the nineteenth century surfing had all but disappeared. Westwick
and Neushul count Hawaiian surfing less a victim of successful missionary zeal, however, than
of extreme demographic collapse, dispossession, and a series of extractive industries—
sandalwood, whaling, sugar—that forced the surviving islanders into a cash economy and
stripped them of free time.From this terrible history modern surfing is descended, thanks to the
few Hawaiians, notably Duke Kahanamoku, who kept the ancient practice of he‘e nalu alive.
Kahanamoku won a gold medal for swimming at the 1912 Olympics, became an international
celebrity, and started giving surfing exhibitions around the world. Surfing caught on, slowly, on
various coasts where there were ridable waves and people with the means to chase them.
Postwar Southern California became the capital of the emerging surf industry largely because a
local aerospace boom provided both new lightweight materials for board-building and an
outsized generation of kids like me, with the time and inclination to learn to surf. Not that the
local authorities encouraged us. Surfers were typecast as truants and vandals. Some beach
towns actually banned surfing. And the trope of the surf bum—brother to the ski bum, sail bum,
climbing bum—has never been retired, for good reason. Jeff Spicoli, the stoned-out Sean Penn
surf dude in Fast Times at Ridgemont High, muddles on righteously in beach towns all over the
world today. Hawaii was different, though. At least it felt different to me. Surfing wasn’t subcultural
or imported or oppositional—even though its survival represented enduring opposition to the
Calvinist business values of Hiram Bingham. It felt deeply woven into the fabric of the place.• •



•GLENN AND RODDY INVITED ME to a meeting of their surf club, the Southern Unit. All I knew
about the club was that its members wore green-and-white aloha-print trunks, and that every
Southern Unit guy I’d seen in the water, mainly out on good days at Cliffs, surfed notably well.
The meeting was held in Paki Park, a little public square on the diamondhead side of Waikiki. It
was nighttime, and crowded, and I hung back in the shadows. A short, loud, middle-aged man
named Mr. Ching ran the show—rattling off old business, new business, contest results,
upcoming competitions, all while jousting with the crowd and getting laughs, though the repartee
was too quick for me.“No get wise,” Mr. Ching yelled, wheeling on a boy creeping up behind
him.That, Roddy told me, was his son, Bon Ching. He was our age, but he surfed as well as
Glenn. There were only a few haoles on hand, but one of them I recognized: Lord James Blears.
He was a burly, golden-maned ex-wrestler and local TV host with a theatrically trained, possibly
even authentic British accent. Lord Blears, besides everything else, surfed, in a ceremonial sort
of way. Roddy pointed out his teenage daughter Laura, who surfed well, he said, and who
seemed to me impossibly beautiful, and her brother Jimmy, who later became a famous big-
wave rider.There were other kids at that meeting who grew up to make names for themselves in
the wider world of surfing, including Reno Abellira, then a Waikiki urchin heckling Mr. Ching from
the shadows, later a top international competitor, renowned for his low, crouching style and
blinding speed. What dazzled me, though, were the jackets. Several people wore green-and-
white Southern Unit windbreakers. These were even more desirable, if possible, than the club
trunks. When Roddy urged me to volunteer for a fund-raising project being touted by Mr. Ching, I
swallowed my self-consciousness and approached him for an assignment.I had never been in a
surf club. In California you heard about Windansea, which was based in La Jolla and had some
big-name members. There was also a club, supposedly based in Santa Barbara, called Hope
Ranch, that for some reason sounded like very heaven to me and my friends. None of us knew
anyone who belonged to it. We didn’t even know its colors. Maybe it didn’t exist at all. Still, the
idea of Hope Ranch hovered, immaterial, a dream of supercoolness in our geeky, overheated
wannabe brainpans.Now, though, for me it was the Southern Unit. The admissions process was
unclear. Did I have to go out and win a contest? I had never surfed in a contest—just a few dorky
“surf-offs” against other guys from my junior high in California. I was not averse to more formal
competition. But first, apparently, there was fund-raising. Roddy found an excuse to not appear,
but I dutifully showed up on a hot Saturday morning at the pickup spot. Mr. Ching drove a group
of us, including his son Bon, to a posh-looking subdivision high in the hills above Honolulu. We
each got a heavy sack of Portuguese sausage and basic instruction in door-to-door
salesmanship. We were raising money for our surfing club—a wholesome cause, like the Boy
Scouts. Mr. Ching said “the Southern Unit,” and the kids laughed, because he pronounced it
haole-style, standard English, though it was usually said “da Soddun Unit.” Sales territories were
assigned. We were to meet at the bottom of the mountain at the end of the day.With lonely
bravado, I threw myself into the job. I banged on gates and doors, ran from angry dogs, talked
loudly to old Japanese ladies who gave no sign that they spoke English. A couple of haole ladies



took pity on me, but I made few sales. The day got hotter. I drank from yard hoses, but I had
brought no food. Finally, famished, I tore into one of my sausages. It wasn’t tasty, but it was
better than nothing. Ten minutes later I was on my knees, retching into a storm drain. I didn’t
know that Portuguese sausage had to be cooked. I wondered, between heaves, if I was getting
closer to or farther from the glory of surf-club membership.• • •RODDY WAS TRANSFERRED,
for some reason, into my typing class. Listening to him report to the teacher, I was stunned. Like
Mr. Ching in his fund-raising spiel, Roddy abandoned, briefly, his normal pidgin and spoke
standard English. But this wasn’t for comic effect; it was just for the occasion. Glenn, I learned
later, could do the same thing. The Kaulukukui boys were bilingual; they could “code switch.”
There just weren’t many occasions in our daily rounds—indeed, almost none—when they had to
drop their first language, the Hawaiian creole known as pidgin.But keeping my two worlds
separate got suddenly trickier. Roddy and I started hanging out at school, far from the In Crowd’s
monkeypod. In the cafeteria, we ate our saimin and chow fun together in a dim corner. But the
school was a small pond. There was nowhere to hide. So there should have been a scene, a
confrontation, perhaps with Mike himself—Hey, who’s this moke?There wasn’t, though. Glenn
and Ford were around then too. Maybe Glenn and Mike hit it off over some shared laugh, nothing
to do with me. All I knew was that, seemingly overnight, Glenn and Roddy and Ford were
showing up not only at the In Crowd’s school yard spot under the monkeypod but also at Mike
and Edie’s house in Kaimuki on Friday nights—when Mike’s uncle supplied the Primo (local
beer) and mod Steve supplied the Kinks. The In Crowd had been integrated, with no visible
fuss.This was at a time when the Pacific Club, the leading local private club, where much of
Hawaii’s big business was conducted over cocktails and paddle tennis, was still whites-only. The
Pacific Club, apparently unmoved by the fact that Hawaii’s first U.S. representative and one of its
first two senators were Asian American (both were also distinguished veterans of World War II;
one of them, Daniel Inouye, had lost an arm), still formally banned Asian Americans from
membership. This sort of bald discrimination wasn’t un-American—legal segregation was still in
force in much of the country—but it was badly out of date in Hawaii. Even the low-rent haole kids
in the In Crowd were more enlightened. They saw that my friends were cool guys—particularly, I
think, Glenn—and, at least for gang purposes, just let the race thing go. It wasn’t worth the
trouble. It was radioactive crap. Let’s party.Not that kicking it with the In Crowd was the fondest
ambition of Glenn, Ford, or Roddy. From what I knew, which was a lot, it was no big deal to them.
It was only a big deal to me. In fact, after Roddy got to know a couple of the girls I had been
telling him about—In Crowd girls I had agonized over, and had very occasionally canoodled with
—I could see he was unimpressed. If the term “skank” had been in use then, he might have used
it. Roddy had been suffering his own romantic torments, which I had also heard much about, but
the object of his affections was a modest, notably old-fashioned, quietly beautiful girl whom I
would never have noticed if he hadn’t pointed her out. She was too young to go steady, she said.
He would wait years, if necessary, he said wretchedly. Looking at my erstwhile girlfriends
through his eyes, I didn’t like them any less, but I began to see how lost they were, in their



delinquent, neglected-child glamour, their sexual precocity. In truth, they were far more sexually
advanced than I was, which made me timid, which made me unhappy.And so I developed a
disastrous crush on Glenn’s girlfriend, Lisa. She was an older woman—fourteen, in ninth grade—
poised, amused, kind, Chinese. Lisa was at Kaimuki Intermediate but not of it. That was how I
saw her. She and Glenn made sense as a couple only because he was a natural-born hero and
she was a natural-born heroine. But he was a wild man, an outlaw, a laughing truant, and she
was a good girl, a good student. What could they possibly talk about? I didn’t really want an
answer to that question. “There was a joy of life in him and a kind of tenderness untainted by the
merely gentle.” When I read that line, written by James Salter, many years later, I thought of
Glenn. Lisa, as I imagine her, might have too. No, I thought, I would just wait, impatiently, for her
to come to her senses and turn to the haole boy who struggled to amuse her, and worshipped
her. I couldn’t tell if Glenn noticed my hapless condition. He had the good grace, anyway, to say
nothing off-color about Lisa within my hearing. (No “Spahk dat”—which means “Look at that,”
and which boys were always saying to each other, popping their eyes at girlish rumps and
breasts.)Lisa helped me see Ford. I knew that he was considered unusual for a Japanese kid.
Glenn sometimes teased him, saying things about “da nip-o-nese” and what a disappointment
Ford, who cared for nothing except surfing, must be to his family. But he rarely got a rise out of
him. Ford had a powerful inwardness about him. He could not have been more different, I
thought, from the Japanese kids in my academic classes. They looked to teachers, and to one
another, blatantly, fervently, for approval. I had become friendly with some of the funnier girls,
who could be very funny indeed, but the social wall between us stayed solid, and their
brownnosing in class still offended my sense of student-teacher protocol. Ford, on the other
hand, was from my planet.He had pale skin, a blocky build, with hard, chiseled-looking muscles,
and a stiff, efficient surfing style that carried him swiftly down the line (across, that is, a wave’s
horizontal expanse). His and Glenn’s friendship seemed to revolve around the surf, where they
were near equals, but it also included a shared sense of the ridiculous, which Ford, who never
said much, expressed with small, dry smiles at Glenn’s jokes. Then there was the refuge that the
Kaulukukuis provided Ford from family pressures. That was what Lisa explained. She knew
Ford’s family, including his hard-driving parents, who owned a gas station. The Japanese had
surged to the fore politically in postwar Hawaii, moving rapidly off the sugar plantations that they
—like the Chinese and Filipinos and other groups—had originally been brought to the islands to
work. And they were rising commercially too. They were generally resented for their insularity—
unlike the Chinese, say, they were in no hurry to marry outside their ethnic group. But their
collective attitude, it seemed safe to say, especially among the older generation, was that they
were not going to get ahead in America by hanging out with Hawaiians and having fun. And this,
Lisa said, was what Ford rebelled against daily. No wonder, I thought, his jaw always seemed so
firmly set.• • •FLYERS WENT UP for a surf contest, to be held at Diamond Head Cliffs. The
organizer seemed to be just a kid at Kaimuki Intermediate—Robert, a small, smooth-talking
ninth-grader who didn’t even surf. But Roddy and Glenn said he was legit, that he came from a



family of sports impresarios. The contest could not have been more small-time—none of the
local surf clubs was involved, and the only category seemed to be Boys Under 14. But that was
me. I entered.On contest day, the surf at Cliffs was a sunny, windblown mess on a rising swell.
None of the kids who showed up to compete were Cliffs locals—I didn’t recognize them, anyway,
except for a couple from school. But they all seemed to know their way around the contest
rigamarole of heats and jerseys. Some had parents with them, who had gamely made the climb
down from Diamond Head Road. I hadn’t even told my parents about the event—too
embarrassing. Roddy, to my dismay, didn’t show up. Glenn was there—he had been drafted to
serve as a judge—but he said Roddy had been compelled to go to work that morning with their
father, at Fort DeRussy, in Waikiki. I had been counting on seeing Roddy win the contest.Robert
read out the heat lists. When we were not surfing, we huddled under thornbushes on the hillside,
squeezing into patches of shade. The judges sat higher up the slope. Some of the surfers looked
pretty good, I thought, though none could touch Roddy. One kid wore Southern Unit trunks, but
his wave selection was terrible, and he bombed.I surfed two or three rounds. I was nervous and
paddled hard, paying no attention to anyone else. The surf was coming up slightly, which was
good, but little Robert did not have the power to clear a contestants’ area, so we were surfing in
among the usual Saturday crowd. I knew the reefs at Cliffs well by then, so I moved off by myself,
ewa side, where a slab of coral sat outside, at a good angle for this swell. Over there I found set
waves that connected cleanly through the main part of the break. Robert had a flag system that
was supposed to tell surfers when their heats were over, but he neglected to change the flags as
the finals ended, and I kept surfing till Glenn paddled out to get me. It was over, he said. I got
second place. A haole kid named Tomi Winkler got first. Glenn was grinning. “That drop-knee
cutback,” he said. “Every time you do one, bwaah, I give you big points.”It was a startling result in
three ways. First, Robert actually gave us trophies, some weeks later, greatly surprising my
parents, who were hurt that I hadn’t invited them. Second, who the hell was Tomi Winkler? He
was, it turned out, one of the low-profile haoles at Kaimuki Intermediate—a sweet, sunny guy
and, as I came to know, a better surfer than me. Third, Glenn liked my drop-knee cutback. It was
a cold-water maneuver, practically unknown in Hawaii, and if I had been systematically shedding
my mainland style it would have been one of the first moves to go. But I was apparently still
doing it, and my idol, Glenn, actually saw some grace, or at least some novelty, in it. That settled
it—the drop-knee stayed.But this business of style, mainland versus Hawaiian, was complicated.
This was true both in surfing as a whole, in every era, and in my little world. I had often heard
Glenn tease Roddy about the way he surfed—“too Island kine.” He imitated his brother by
crouching, sticking his ass out, extending his arms in exaggerated speed arcs, squinting like an
angry samurai. It was unfair and inaccurate, but funny. Glenn would even do it sometimes while
riding waves, though the war cry then was always “Aikau!” The Aikaus were a local surfing family
known for their traditional styles. Like Ben Aipa and Reno Abellira, the Aikaus would later
become famous in the international surfing world—renowned for, among other things, their pure
Hawaiian styles in big waves. But I had never heard of them. Ford and Roddy found Glenn’s



parodies irresistible. “You see the Aikaus,” Ford told me. “You see why we laugh.”Author, Queens,
Waikiki, 1967• • •MY FIRST TRIP to the North Shore, I made with my family. It was spring, and
the big swells from the Aleutians that sent huge surf to the North Shore were finished for the
year. We stopped at the fabled big-wave spot, Waimea Bay. Except for the fact that the sea was
flat, it looked just like its pictures. We hiked up the canyon behind the beach and swam in a
freshwater pool. Dad, Kevin, and I jumped off a cliff into the cold brown water, daring each other
to go higher. In feats of stupid physical daring, I had, I realized, surpassed my father, although he
was athletic, not timid, and not yet forty. My family, I thought, knew less and less about me. I had
been leading a clandestine life, particularly since we moved to Hawaii. Much of that was down to
surfing, and it had begun back in California.Why had I even started surfing? In one picture-book
version, the hook had been set on a shining afternoon in Ventura when I was ten. Ventura was on
the coast north of Los Angeles. There was a diner on the pier. My family ate there on beach
weekends. From our booth by the window, I could see surfers out at a spot known as California
Street. They were silhouettes, backlit by low sun, and they danced silently through the glare,
their boards like big dark blades, slashing and gliding, swift beneath their feet. California Street
was a long cobblestone point, and to me, at ten, the waves that broke along its shelf seemed like
they were arriving from some celestial workshop, their glowing hooks and tapering shoulders
carved by ocean angels. I wanted to be out there, learning to dance on water. The snug fracas of
the family dinner felt vestigial. Even my chiliburger, a special treat, lost its fascination.In truth,
there were plenty of siren songs playing at the time, each calling me toward surfing. And my
parents, unlike Ford Takara’s, were willing to help me start. They got me a used board for my
eleventh birthday. They gave me and my friends rides to the beach.Now, though, I seemed to be
on my own. Nobody asked where I went with my board, and I never talked about good days at
Cliffs or my triumphs over fear at Kaikoos. When I was little, I liked to bring my wounds home,
liked hearing my mother gasp when she caught sight of blood trickling down my leg. What are
you gasping about? Oh, that. I enjoyed being fussed over, injured but nonchalant. Once, I recall,
I even got a perverse pleasure from being accidentally burned by another mother’s cigarette
while riding in a boat. The attention, the remorse—the pain was worth it to me. Where did that
guiltmongering little killjoy come from? He’s with me still, no doubt, but as I entered my teens I
suddenly moved on, psychically, from my family. Tripping back down the trail at Waimea in
swimsuits, I knew we looked like six kindred souls, blood-tied, a brood, but I felt like the odd one
out. A cold gust of pubescent separation seemed to have caught me prematurely. Of course,
when I dove face first into a coral head—this happened the following summer, at Waikiki—it was
still my mother to whom I was carried, and she who took me to get sewn up.• • •I SAY THAT MY
DAD was not yet forty. The ages of adults are absurd, of course, to kids, the numbers too large,
mostly meaningless. But my dad’s age was weirdly constant, in a way that even I knew was odd.
You could see it in the family photo album. One moment he was a dark-haired, watchful boy,
skating and sledding, playing trumpet in a dance band. Then, at twenty, discharged from the
Navy, he was suddenly middle-aged. He smoked a pipe, wore a fedora, looked intent at a



typewriter, contented at a chessboard. He married at twenty-three, became a father at twenty-
four. That in itself wasn’t strange in my parents’ world, but my dad seemed to take on adulthood
with unusual relish. He wanted to be forty. It wasn’t that he was a cautious, measured person; if
anything, he was moody and rash. He just seemed to want to put youth behind him.I knew he
had hated the Navy, the claustrophobia of shipboard life (the war was over—he had just missed it
—but he was in the Pacific on an aircraft carrier). He hated, especially, the helplessness of the
ordinary seaman. “They don’t call them petty officers for nothing,” he said. What I didn’t know
then was that his early childhood had been a horrorshow. His birth parents were itinerant drunks.
Their two sons ended up in the care of elderly aunts. My dad was lucky, landing in small-town
Michigan with Martha Finnegan, a sweet-tempered schoolteacher, and her husband, a railroad
engineer known as Will. But my father was haunted his entire life by the turmoil and terrors he
suffered before his first set of parents gave him up.My parents were both, not surprisingly,
abstemious drinkers. Even in the heyday of the martini, I never saw either one of them tipsy. One
of their abiding fears was that their kids would be alcoholics.They wanted a big family, and they
got off to a quick start with me. We lived in a fourth-floor walk-up on Second Avenue in
Manhattan. They paid a dollar a month to park my baby carriage in the barbershop downstairs.
They hoped to move to Levittown, the prototypical suburb, then brand-new, on Long Island—a
tragic idea, in retrospect. Luckily, they moved to Los Angeles instead. My mother then had three
consecutive miscarriages. One may have been a stillbirth. Single pregnant Catholic girls,
dispatched by some wing of the church, looked after me. When my mother got pregnant with
Kevin, she went to bed for six months. This all happened during the purported golden
age.During that same age, my dad seemed to have a thousand jobs. He was a set electrician, a
set carpenter, a gaffer, a gofer, on shows live and taped and stage. Of all his jobs, my favorite
was gas station attendant. He worked at a Chevron station in Van Nuys—not far from Reseda,
where we lived then—and we could deliver him lunch. He wore a white uniform to pump gas; all
the attendants did. I thought the chevron insignia on the uniform’s starched short sleeves was
dashing in the extreme. He worked as a stage manager on a children’s TV program called The
Pinky Lee Show, which my mother and I watched mainly for glimpses of him offstage in his
headset. Even I understood dimly that my father was frantic about supporting us, which was why
he was nearly always at work. I also got, at some level, that even though he was our household
hero, out in the big world wearing headsets and chevrons, he was also, in his own way, as
dependent on my mother’s support as I was.We were dutiful, if not particularly enthusiastic,
Catholics. Mass every Sunday, Saturday catechism for me, fish sticks on Friday. Then, around
my thirteenth birthday, I received the sacrament of confirmation, becoming an adult in the eyes
of the church, and was thunderstruck to hear my parents say that I was no longer required to go
to Mass. That decision was now mine. Were they not worried about the state of my soul? Their
evasive, ambiguous answers shocked me again. They had been big fans of Pope John XXIII. But
they did not, I realized, actually believe in all the doctrine and prayers—all those Oblatios,
Oratios, frightening Confiteors, and mealymouthed Acts of Contrition that I had been



memorizing and struggling to understand since I was small. It was possible that they didn’t even
believe in God. I immediately stopped going to Mass. God was not visibly upset. My parents
continued to drag the little ones to church. Such hypocrisy! This joyful ditching of my religious
obligations happened shortly before we moved to Hawaii.• • •AND SO, on a spring Sunday
morning, I found myself slowly paddling back from Cliffs through the lagoon while my family
sweated it out up at Star of the Sea in Waialae. The tide was low. My skeg gently bumped on the
bigger rocks. Out on the exposed reef, wearing conical straw hats, Chinese ladies, or maybe
they were Filipinas, bent, collecting eels and octopus in buckets. Waves broke here and there
along the reef’s outer edge, too small to surf.I felt myself floating between two worlds. There was
the ocean, effectively infinite, falling away forever to the horizon. This morning it was placid, its
grip on me loose and languorous. But I was lashed to its moods now. The attachment felt
limitless, irresistible. I no longer thought of waves being carved in celestial workshops. I was
getting more hardheaded. Now I knew they originated in distant storms, which moved, as it were,
upon the face of the deep. But my utter absorption in surfing had no rational content. It simply
compelled me; there was a deep mine of beauty and wonder in it. Beyond that, I could not have
explained why I did it. I knew vaguely that it filled a psychic cavity of some kind—connected,
perhaps, with leaving the church, or with, more likely, the slow drift away from my family—and
that it had replaced many things that came before it. I was a sunburnt pagan now. I felt privy to
mysteries.The other world was land: everything that was not surfing. Books, girls, school, my
family, friends who did not surf. “Society,” as I was learning to call it, and the exactions of Mr.
Responsible. Hands folded under my chin, I drifted. A bruise-colored cloud hung over Koko
Head. A transistor radio twanged on a seawall where a Hawaiian family picnicked on the sand.
The sun-warmed shallow water had a strange boiled-vegetable taste. The moment was
immense, still, glittering, mundane. I tried to fix each of its parts in memory. I did not consider,
even passingly, that I had a choice when it came to surfing. My enchantment would take me
where it chose.• • •HERE’S HOW RIDABLE WAVES FORM. A storm out at sea churns the
surface, creating chop—smaller and then larger disorganized wavelets, which amalgamate, with
enough wind, into heavy seas. What we are waiting for on distant coasts is the energy that
escapes from the storm, radiating outward into calmer waters in the form of wave trains—groups
of waves, increasingly organized, that travel together. Each wave sets off a column of orbiting
water, most of it below the surface. All the wave trains produced by a storm constitute what
surfers call a swell. The swell can travel thousands of miles. The more powerful the storm, the
farther the swell may travel. As it travels, it becomes more organized—the distance between
each wave in a train, known as the interval, becomes uniform. In a long-interval train, the orbiting
water may extend more than a thousand feet beneath the ocean surface. Such a train can pass
easily through surface resistance like chop or other smaller, shallower swells that it crosses or
overtakes.As waves from a swell approach a shoreline, their lower ends begin to feel the sea
bottom. Wave trains become sets—groups of waves that are larger and have a longer interval
than their locally generated cousins. The approaching waves refract (bend) in response to the



shape of the sea bottom. The visible part of the wave grows. The resistance offered by the sea
bottom increases as the water gets shallower, slowing the progress of the lowest part of the
wave. The wave above the surface steepens. Finally, it becomes unstable and prepares to topple
forward—to break. The rule of thumb is that it will break when the wave height reaches 80
percent of the water’s depth—an eight-foot wave will break in ten feet of water. But many factors,
some of them endlessly subtle—wind, bottom contour, swell angle, currents—determine exactly
where and how each wave breaks. As surfers, we’re just hoping that it has a catchable moment
(a takeoff point), and a ridable face, and that it doesn’t break all at once (close out) but instead
breaks gradually, successively (peels), in one direction or the other (left or right), allowing us to
travel roughly parallel to the shore, riding the face, for a while, in that spot, in that moment, just
before it breaks.• • •THE SURF CHANGED as spring progressed. There were more swells from
the south, which meant more good days at Cliffs. Patterson’s, the gentle wave between wide
panels of exposed reef out in front of our house, started breaking consistently and a new group
of surfers materialized to ride it—old guys, girls, beginners. Roddy’s younger brother, John,
came too. He was nine or ten, and fantastically nimble. My brother Kevin began to show some
interest in surfing, perhaps influenced by John, who was about his age and kept his board in our
yard. I was surprised. Kevin was a terrific swimmer. He had been diving into the deep end of the
swimming pool since he was eighteen months old. Pigeon-toed, he had a piscine ease in water,
and was an expert bodysurfer already at nine. But he had always professed indifference to my
obsession: it was my thing; it would not be his. But now he paddled out at Patterson’s on a
borrowed board and within days was catching waves, standing, turning. He was a natural. We
found him a used board, an old Surfboards Hawaii tanker, for ten dollars. I was proud and
thrilled. The future suddenly had a different tinge.
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Adam, “This and So Much More.. This is, quite simply, the best memoir I've ever read.I originally
got the audiobook (even though I'm not an audiobook kind of guy) to help supplement my long
drives to work. After the first few minutes, I was hooked. I've since listened to the audiobook
twice, and have purchased a physical copy to see if it is as good as I would think holding it in my
hand, going at my own pace. It is, and more.I am not a surfer. I have never been a surfer, and -
though I did spend a decent part of my youth summers at the beach - surfing to me has always
been one of those things, "Out there", in the ether. Ephemeral. Johnny Utah and that kind of
stuff. Despite that, I have found myself drawn to it's literature, perhaps because of a longing of
things I wish I'd done, perhaps to quench my knack of ex-patness, perhaps as a midlife crisis.
Regardless, though this book is "about' (I use quotes intentionally, b/c it can or is or
encompasses just that, but also so much more) surfing, it is written so eloquently that it could be
about anything, and I would still love it.The prose, the pace, the presentation of the subject
matter both intimate and as timepieces from afar - everything about this book is wonderful.Read
it, you won't be disappointed.”

M. Tillman, “Come for the waves, stay for the writing.. This is writing. It is writing about a life well
lived, and it brings on a certain sorrowful pleasure in reading. As the pages are turned, stories of
glory and excitement turn to stories of pain and aging, to introspection and loss. Such is life for
all of us, regardless of whether we surfed these waves or even lived this big of a life. There
aren't many who have been able to pull off writing of this type, that makes the reader feel alive
simply by reading about the accomplishments of others.When I was finished, I noticed that my
book had somehow become water damaged, which left the pages wrinkled. It was almost like
the book had lived a bit and seen the sea a few too many times. Somehow this left me with a
sense of pride, as if some of this adventure was mine as well. That is what good writing does,
and it's too bad that we have to plow through so many books to find one like this.”

Bodkins, “"You have to hate how the world goes on". FIRST LINE REVIEW: "I had never thought
of myself as a sheltered child." Hardly! This really amazing memoir of a most "unsheltered" child
whose parents let him lead the surfer's life, with all of its dangers, delves deeply into so much
more than catching the next big wave (though that is a HUGE part of the book.) Rather, this feels
like a serious exploration of life's vagaries and the importance of pursuing passions while you
can...living this one life as fully as possible because, as Finnegan reveals in one of the most
devastatingly true sentences I've ever read: "You have to hate how the world goes on." Meaning
that, when we're gone, the world will simply go on. Yes, I, too, hate that. But I also live in the
knowledge of that reality. So live well!”

05/11A, “Surfing..Timeless Memories.... Enjoyed the book..it took me back some years having
grown up in South Bay with middle school in Hermosa Beach with lots of beach/surf time



between Haggarty's and Redondo Beach breakwater. My first time on the board was at Palos
Verdes Paddleboard Cove, commonly call just "The Cove". In those days, big & heavy
boards..no leash!I can recall across from Pier Avenue Elementary School was Greg Noll's..just
down the street at Jacob's surfboard shops. The LightHouse was a popular place and across the
street was the Golden Bear..perhaps some might recall.Ventured to Hawaii and spent a month
or so surfing the North Shore with my 9'6" Bing and "learned my lesson" about surfing the
"bigger waves". Moved into Waikiki and lived in what was called "The Cages" and work at
Hawaiian Tuna Packers..after leaving and receiving draft notice..did a tour in RVN
68-69..returned to college and retired as LTC US Army Infantry Officer. Worked most of the wars
with my last gig in Uganda training and assisting the battalions in preparation for deployment
into Mog, Somalia.Those were the "good ol' days" with sun, sea, surf and great times. Few
crowds..a welcome community of local surf guys and few social issues. How times have
changed..!Been surfing for many years..I have my 9'6" Becker over my desk. thanks Bill for the
memories!  (Pic(s): Surfboard & FOB Gardez, Afghanistan”

Surfer Nomad, “Too True. I came to this a surfer who writes, so my perspective may be distorted,
however that disclaimer aside, I have found this book eminently readable, it's not a rip roaring
page turner, but it is a pleasure. Finnegan captures the way that surfing changes ones life
decisions without getting dragged into mystic gobbledygook. It's a phenomena all life long
surfers will understand. The language is appropriate, articulate and the prose is balanced ( apart
from one really bizarre typo where it seems a completely different sentence has been
superimposed on another).How much a non surfer would get from this is hard to gauge, it might
seem somewhat self indigent. Anyone who surfs though and has a taste for a good turn of
phrase will love it”

Mark Chisnell, “Pssibly the best surfing book ever?. I didn’t expect to find a surfing memoir via a
podcast about American politics, but amongst all the gloom of the Slate Political Gabfest’s
coverage of the last Presidential election cycle there was a recommendation to read Barbarian
Days by Bill Finnegan. Soon afterwards, I heard that the book had won the 2016 William Hill
Sports Book of the Year Award in the UK, having already picked up a Pulitzer for Biography. A
surfing book? A Pulitzer? Really? The rebel alliance has clearly been sucked into the
mainstream - this one obviously had to be read.Bill Finnegan is a New Yorker staffer with a
background in political and conflict reportage, so he knows his writing chops and has the
contacts and reputation for this to come to the attention of the literary establishment in a way
that most surfing books probably don’t. Having said that, this is the best book on the topic that
I’ve read since Andy Martin’s Walking on Water, another minor masterpiece.He never says as
much, but Finnegan is a minor hellman, a big-wave surfer. Not the truly giant stuff taken on by
household names like Laird Hamilton (ok, showing my age now) but still, this is a guy who has
taken on most of the world’s best waves, including some of the heaviest. A man who has



consistently surfed sessions in 10-15ft, often at breaks where reefs and rocks require complete
commitment.Very few of the people that can do this can also write as well as Finnegan, and the
descriptions he brings back from the wave face and ‘out the back’ in big swells ring with a
sonorous truth.Bill Finnegan also captures the moment and the people beautifully, growing up in
the 60s in LA and Hawaii, travelling cheap and light looking for waves in the 70s and 80s. I found
myself constantly drawn back to this book, and to the water. The recent arrival of two children
mean that it’s been a long while since I bothered to check the surf at the local breaks. I’m
thinking that needs to change.”

Tony T-S, “You don't need to be a surfer.... ...to enjoy this book. I'm not saying surfers won't
perhaps get even more from it than a non-surfer like me: understand better the sensations, the
obsessions, the author describes so well. But there's enough vicarious enjoyment, excitement
and insight, beautifully expressed and sensitively communicated, to bridge the gaps in direct
experience and bring this thoughtful autobiography to life for any reader with imagination. A
great read. Thank you, Mr Finnegan!”

Robert Blythe, “A fantastic read for surfers and non-surfers alike!. I bought this for my dad (a
keen surfer) and he was instantly enthralled! I have never seen him so involved in a book ever!
Once he finished with it he gave it to a family friend (not a surfer) who loved it equally as much.
This book is extremely well written and is sure to please surfers and non-surfers alike, as
technical vocabulary is explained perfectly in laymans terms without detracting from the purpose
of the book. It's filled with wonderful anecdotes and is as funny as it is moving. Wonderful read!”

JGL, “Highly recommended. I love this book. As appears obvious it is mainly about surfing, the
bonds between the surfer and the wave, the bonds between surfers themselves and the way that
surfing can basically take over your life. It is also about way more than that. Little snippets of
science, history, psychology, sociology and geography are liberally littered around so you feel
you are really learning something more than just about the author. His story is fascinating and is
written in a choppy, conversational style which makes the paragraphs fly by.”

The book by William Finnegan has a rating of 5 out of 4.6. 3,265 people have provided
feedback.
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